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1 Abstract
Biosensors for medical diagnostic applications are often used to perform analysis on proteins in
uids. Many biosensors apply immobilization of proteins on sensor surfaces and/or bead surfaces
as part of the immunoassay. Non-specic protein-surface interactions cause signals additional to
those created by the specic bonds of the immunoassay. The non-specic interactions, therefore,
inuence the sensitivity and ultimate detection limit of the sensor.
For this reason, understanding the non-specic protein-surface interaction is crucial to the
further development and improvement of biosensors.

Molecular force spectroscopy is performed

on an atomic force microscope (AFM) to investigate the non-specic protein surface interaction
during repeated approach and retract cycles. The interaction between the protein myoglobin and
polystyrene surfaces is investigated under physiological conditions.

Myoglobin is chosen for its

well-known structure and possible biomarker application. Polystyrene is a commercially relevant
polymer substrate.
Nearly atomically at polystyrene surfaces are prepared by spincoating.

Dierent oxidation

states of the polystyrene surfaces are obtained by controlled UV/ozone exposure. AFM topology
scans are made of the polystyrene surfaces to assess the roughness. A wavelet based analysis and
ltering method is applied in the analysis of the polystyrene surface topology and the force curves.
The choice for this method is motivated by the local sensitivity of the wavelet analysis method. The
overall roughness parameter

Ra

is

0.281±0.084 nm and 0.423±0.144 nm for native polystyrene and

oxidized polystyrene surfaces respectively. On the protein relevant scale the roughness parameter

Ra

is

0.072 ± 0.019

nm and

0.118 ± 0.038

nm for native polystyrene and oxidized polystyrene

surfaces respectively.
Functionalization of the AFM probes is performed by covalently linking myoglobin to the tip.
The functionalization method is designed to provide single molecule interactions. The eectivity of
the functionalization is conrmed by comparing the tip-surface interaction of control probes with
functionalized probes.
The investigation of the interaction between myoglobin and polystyrene is based on analysis of
the force-separation curves. An automated analysis routine has been developed that identies and
characterizes unfolding and detachments events of myoglobin from the surface. The distribution
of these events shows structure that can be related to the structure of myoglobin and the energy
barriers along the protein unfolding and detachment pathway. Characteristic unfolding forces of

120

pN and

170

pN are observed for two interacting protein-surface systems with clear protein

related unfolding structures.
The length increase of the protein system during an unfolding or detachment event is close to the
contour length of myoglobin

α-helices

myoglobin structural elements.

and myoglobin structures and is therefore assigned to these

Analysis of the sequence and correlation between the unfolding

events shows that myoglobin follows many dierent unfolding and detachment pathways. Several
key energy barriers can be identied in the unfolding and detachment events.
In general it proved dicult to assign myoglobin structural elements directly to the observed
unfolding characteristics.

This follows naturally from the many degrees of freedom the protein

system has in binding to the probe tip, interacting with the surface and in the unfolding and
detachment pathway. Regardless, interesting insight is oered in the interaction of proteins with
and the unfolding and detachment of the protein from the surface.
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2 Introduction
The research presented in this paper has been conducted in the period from June 2011 until June
2012. The research is carried out in the context of an graduation project in the research group
Molecular Biosensors for medical diagnostics (MBx) at the department of applied physics of the
Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e). The aim of this research is to provide insight into
the nonspecic protein - polymer surface interactions in biosensors and ts well within the mission
of the research group:

investigating new technologies for sensitive biological detection in small

sample volumes. In this chapter the motivation for this project is given and some key concepts are
introduced. The chapter is concluded with an outline of the rest of the report.

2.1

Motivation

Nowadays medical diagnostics relies on specialized laboratory tests that are often time, labor and
capital consuming and need to be performed by specialized personnel. Especially in life-threatening
situations a fast and accurate test result is important. Current tests take hours and typically days
later feedback is given to the general practitioner. The aim is to improve the diagnostic capabilities
to provide fast, cheap and accurate results to medical personnel and patients.
Biosensors are envisioned to ll in this gap. A biosensor is a point-of-care device that contains
the electronic, optical and/or magnetic systems that actuate, detect and interpret the test.

A

disposable cartridge provides the substrate and (bio)chemicals for the test. The biosensor analyzes
e.g. blood, urine or saliva samples for the presence of marker proteins or other molecules that are
related to certain physiological conditions. E.g. C-reactive protein is an indicator for inammation
[1, 2]

and the protein troponin is released during myocardial infarction.

The biosensor has to provide a relevant detection limit to provide useful results.

Examples

of existing biosensor systems are the blood-glucose tests that are used by diabetes patients and
the hCG home pregnancy test.

Both tests detect relative high concentrations; blood-glucose at

5 mM and the hCG protein at 20

µM.

Many protein biomarkers need pM or even fM detection

limits. Biosensors are therefore based on immunoassays that employ antibodies for the recognition
of physiological markers. Antibodies are proteins that identify and bind to their antigen with high
sensitivity and high specicity. Non-specic interactions of proteins with the sensor substrate add
an (additional) background signal for the sensor. For this reason the detection limit of a biosensor
can be restricted by the non-specic interactions between proteins and the substrate.
Molecular Force Spectroscopy on an atomic force microscope provides a means to directly investigate protein-surface interactions. The experiments can be performed in a uidic environment
under physiological relevant conditions. Characterization of these interactions and investigating
how to control them will provide the insights necessary to drive the design of more ecient biosensors with lower detection limits. Furthermore investigation of these systems can provide data on the
folding and unfolding processes of the protein's internal structure. The protein folding mechanism
[3]

is still a biophysical enigma.

This research aims to investigate the behavior of myoglobin proteins on (oxidized) polystyrene
surfaces under physiological conditions. The myoglobin-polystyrene system is an excellent model
for a biosensor system. Myoglobin is a well-characterized protein with possible biosensor applications and polystyrene is a commercially applied polymer also used in biosensors.

2.2

This research project

Here we introduce some key concepts and the general approach within this project.
Proteins are biological molecules built out of amino-acids. The amino acids form a peptide chain
that is folded into a protein due to intramolecular forces. The folded protein conformation has a
distinct internal structure. Close to a (polymer) surface the protein can adopt a new conformation
that includes interactions with the surface and leads to adhesion of the protein to the surface.
The surface adhesion and protein structure can be probed by mechanically pulling the protein
loose from the surface and recording the applied force

f

as a function of the separation

z

between

the surface and the attachment point of the applied force. A curve like this is called a retraction

1

force curve. Approach curves can also be measured, but in this report we focus on the retraction
curves.
During the mechanical pulling of the protein, the system follows a pathway that crosses several
energy barriers related to the breaking of bonds within the protein (unfolding) and between protein
and surface (detachment). Breaking a bond results in a sudden drop in force and a sudden increase
in system length. This sudden change of behavior is dened as an event which can be characterized
in terms of initial separation

zi ,

the initial force

fi

and the nal separation and force:

zf

and

ff .

Analysis of these parameters shed light on the structure and bonds of the protein in contact with
the surface.
In this research project, the mechanical pulling of the protein is experimentally performed by
an atomic force microscope (AFM). The protein is bound to an AFM tip and is brought in contact
with the surface and subsequently pulled from the surface. The AFM setup enables precise control
(∼ Å height control) over the pulling speed and precise (∼ pN) force measurements over many
repeated approach/retract cycles. Force measurements are limited by thermal uctuations. The
experiments are performed in water with physiological salinity and pH conditions as proteins are
sensitive to changes in these parameters.
The force curve data analysis employs a wavelet based lter.

Wavelet based ltering and

analysis has the advantage over Fourier analysis that it is sensitive to local frequency components.
This is an important feature in the analysis of the force curves as the unfolding and detachment
events have very localized character.
The force curves are processed by an automated analysis routine in Matlab. The routine locates
the unfolding and detachment events and extracts the descriptive parameters of these events, which
are used for later analysis.

2.3

Outline

The next chapter will start with a discussion of the structure of, and interactions within proteins
in general. The structure of myoglobin is presented and key structural features are identied. In
chapter 4 the theoretical background is discussed. The AFM cantilever mechanics and dynamics
are discussed rst. The thermally driven mechanism of bond breaking is given, both for a steady
applied force and a force that steadily increases over time at a certain loading rate. The worm
like chain model is introduced to describe the entropic spring behavior of peptide strands that
are pulled from the protein. The theoretical chapter is concluded with the theory behind wavelet
analysis, a method used to lter and analyze the data in these experiments.
In chapter 5 we explain the experimental methods; the AFM setup, surface preparation protocol
and tip functionalization protocol.

The automated data analysis method and surface topology

analysis methods are explained in the second part of that chapter.
Chapter 6 presents the results and discussion of the experiments.

First the topology of the

polystyrene surfaces is measured. Then the interaction between not functionalized tips and (native/oxidized) polystyrene is measured to serve as control experiments. Next the interaction between myoglobin functionalized tips and (native/oxidized) polystyrene is investigated, special attention is given to the eects due to the internal structure of myoglobin. The interaction between
protein and surface is characterized in terms of unfolding and detachment events observed in the
force curves. The nal part of the chapter compares the model description of peptide chains in the
worm-like-chain model with the observed behavior.
The last two chapters summarize the conclusions and provide an outlook on possible future
continuations of the research presented in this report.

2

3 Myoglobin as a model system
In this chapter we will initially introduce the general properties of proteins in terms of structure
and intra-molecular forces. Also a motivation for the choice of the myoglobin protein as a model
protein is given. Finally, the mechanical structure of myoglobin is discussed.

3.1

Introduction to proteins

Proteins are the tools of nature.

They fulll many biological functions: there are proteins that

store molecules, proteins that fulll a mechanical task, proteins that act as enzymes, as hormone
receptors on cell membranes, as antibodies and there are proteins with many other functions.
Antibody proteins recognize and bind specic molecules.
The information needed for the creation of a protein is stored in the DNA of the cell. A complex
system transcribes the sequence stored in the DNA into a protein. During this process the protein
is build out of amino acids by combining them in a long chain forming a polypeptide. The amino
acid residues in the polypeptide chain are covalently linked to their neighbors and form a strong
backbone. During the normal lifetime of a protein the backbone does not break. In appendix B an
overview of amino acids is given comparing the properties like polarity and isoelectric point. The
polypeptide chain is folded due to intramolecular interactions to form the nal functional form of
the protein.
The structure of a protein is generally divided in four levels.
sequence of the amino acids in the polypeptide chain.

The primary structure is the

A folded protein has characteristic local

α-helix or a β -sheet. These substructures dene the secondary structure of
α-helix substructure the polypeptide chain is curled into a helix with every amino
hydrogen bond with the amino acid four places further along the helix. A β -sheet

substructures like an
the protein. In an
acid forming a

consists of at least two parallel oriented peptide chains with stabilizing hydrogen bonds between
them. Not all amino acids partake in these secondary structures, the rest is left as a randomly
coiled chain. In some proteins the secondary substructures combine to form characteristic supersecondary structures called motifs. The tertiary structure determines how the (super)secondary
structures and the rest of the polypeptide chain are folded into the nal shape of the protein.
Some proteins have a quaternary structure when several protein domains combine to form a larger
protein complex. The natural occurring and functional conformation of the protein is called the
native conformation.
Certain species of protein associate themselves with one or more ligands at specic binding
sites. These ligands perform a special function that cannot be provided by the protein alone.

3.2

Intramolecular forces and protein folding

The nal folded shape of a protein is a result of the combined intramolecular interactions and
interactions with the surrounding uid. Regular patterns of hydrogen bonds that form between
amino acids are responsible for the formation of

α-helixes

and

β -sheets.

Furthermore, hydrogen

bonds form between the secondary structures and help give the protein its supersecondary structure. Non-specic hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions contribute to the tertiary structure.
Hydrophobic regions are buried on the inside of a water soluble protein in a water environment
to minimize the internal energy of the protein. Hydrogen bonds formed between (super)secondary
structures further stabilize the tertiary structure. In some proteins two cysteine amino acid residues
can form a disulde bridge. This covalent bond crosslinks the backbone and greatly stabilizes the
structure of a protein.
Proteins are folded into their functional conformation due to the ensemble of forces driving
the protein to the lowest energy state. The full folding mechanism is still an outstanding scientic
[3]

challenge

. Atomistic molecular dynamics simulations by Lindor-Larsen

et al.[3] show agreement

to atomistic resolution between simulated and experimentally determined native conformations for
11 out of 12 simulated small proteins. Their analysis of the simulated folding route shows that both
native and non-native secondary structures are formed in the unfolded protein. These structures
are only marginally stable due to a lack of tertiary structure and persist for ten to hundreds
of nanoseconds in the unfolded state.

The formation of a few additional key contacts provides

3

further stabilization of these structures and initiates the folding transition. Folding in general then
proceeds along a single, dominant route.
Some proteins have more than one stable conformation and have been observed to dynamically
change conformations while performing their biological function. Some proteins need a chaperone
protein to help it fold to its functional conformation.

In absence of a chaperone molecule the

protein will not revert to its functional conformation.

3.3

Myoglobin as a model protein

(a) The structure of myoglobin depicted by a cartoon representation of the secondary structure elements. The helical lints depict α-helices while
the lines are unstructured peptide chain elements.
The color gradient changes continuously along
the peptide chain. The N-terminal of the peptide chain is colored blue while the C-terminal is
colored red. The heme ligand and two associated
sulfate ions are included as ball and stick models.

(b) The globular shape of myoglobin depicted by
its molecular surface in transparent blue. The
cartoon representation of the structure of myoglobin is included as blue.

Figure 1

Myoglobin is a protein that is present in the muscle tissue of humans and other vertebrates. Its
function is the binding of oxygen molecules utilizing a heme ligand. The protein is only released
[4]

into the blood stream upon muscle damage and is, therefore, relevant in medical diagnostics
more specically as a heart attack marker

[5]

,

. Myoglobin was the rst protein of which the three

dimensional structure was determined (John Kendrew

et al )[6] .

The protein has since been thor-

oughly investigated and much scientic literature is available. Furthermore, myoglobin is a small
protein with a relatively simple structure simplifying analysis of structural eects in measurements.
The myoglobin structure discussed in this section is determined by Hubbard
available in the RCSB protein data bank

1

et al.[7]

and is

under entry '3RGK'. The myoglobin designated as
2

'3RGK' is of human origin and has been mutated in two places
3

to obtain a crystal suitable for

x-ray crystallography. The open source molecular viewer Jmol

is used to visualize the myoglobin

structure.

Myoglobin is a small single chain

The structure of myoglobin is shown in gure 1a.

protein with a length of 153 amino acid residues. Its secondary structure consists of only

α-helices,

eight or nine depending on the denition of a helix, with dierent lengths. Its globular shape is in
approximation a spheroid with axes of

2.5 × 3.5 × 4.5

nm. Figure 1b shows the globular shape of

myoglobin.

1 http://www.rcsb.org/pdb
2 Lysine at position 45 was changed into arginine,
3 http://jmol.sourceforge.net/index.en.html

cysteine at position 110 was changed into alanine.

4

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Position of polar and nonpolar sidechains in the myoglobin protein, two views.

The

atoms are depicted as spheres. Backbone atoms are not shown. Polar sidechains are colored blue
while nonpolar sidechains are colored red.

The nitrogen atoms of the (polar) amine groups are

colored green. The three ligands are given a yellow color.

As a water soluble protein myoglobin has the majority of its hydrophilic groups exposed to
the outside while the majority of the hydrophobic groups are buried inside the protein. Figure 2
shows how the polar and nonpolar sidechains are positioned within the protein. The blue polar
and therefore hydrophilic sidechains are mainly found on the outside of the protein while the red
nonpolar and therefore hydrophobic sidechains are mainly buried inside the protein.

When the

protein comes into contact with a hydrophobic surface it is energetically favorable to expose the
hydrophobic groups to the surface, changing the conformation of the protein and creating adhesion
between the protein and the surface.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Two views of the myoglobin molecule depicting the locations of the amine groups. The
structure of the protein is depicted by a cartoon representation with a color gradient. The side
chains of amino acid residues with amine groups are shown as blue stick models.

The nitrogen

atoms are shown as green spheres.

Amine groups on the amino acid side chains are of special interest because they can be used
to create a covalent bond to the protein by the gluteraldehyde protocol as is used in the tip

5

functionalization process in section 5.3. The location of the amine groups is depicted in gure 3.
In total the myoglobin molecule has 32 amine groups available of which one is situated at the end
of the backbone. All groups are present on the surface of the protein and reachable in chemical
reactions. Due to the large number of amine groups available it is dicult to control where the
protein is bound by the gluteraldehyde protocol.
The primary structure of myoglobin is included in appendix C. The primary structure depiction of myoglobin does not reveal any large coherent regions with a hydrophobic character. The
secondary structure of the myoglobin protein is shown in gure 4.

The information is found in

4

the protein database . There are nine helical structures and two turns where the chain completely
reverses direction. In three cases the helical elements are separated by a single amino acid and the
structures can be described as a single helix that appears to be kinked. The numerical properties
of the nine helices are given in table 1. The length of the unfolded helical domains is between 1.2
and 9.6 nm with ve of them between 5.2 and 7.2 nm, three between 1.2 and 2.4 nm and one at
9.6 nm.
Notice that there are subtle dierences between the denition of the helices as presented in
gure 4 and the cartoon representations in the rest of this section. This is because the visualization
software uses slightly dierent rules for dening

α-helices

Turn
Turn

Helix
Polar group

1

10

20

30

40

50

Nonpolar group

60

70

than the protein database.

80

Amine group

90

100

110

120

130

140

150

Figure 4: Secondary structure of myoglobin. The top two rows give the legend. The center row
shows the sequences with secondary structures. The fourth row shows the polarity of the amino
acids and amino acids with amine groups are annotated with a green square.

The bottom row

shows the amino acid indices.

Table 1:

Properties of all helix structures.

The helices are assigned a symbol

reference. Helices that are separated by a single amino acid are named
close relationship.

H2

H2a , H2b

Hn

for future

to indicate their

denotes the combination of the two helices plus the linking amino acid. The

amino acid indices at the beginning and end, the number of involved amino acids, the length of
the helix structure and the contour length of the unfolded peptide chain is given.
Helix

Start

End

Number of amino acids

Helix length

Uncoiled contour length

H1
H2a
H2b
H3a
H3b
H4
H5a
H5b
H6
H2
H3
H5

5

18

14

2.1 nm

5.6 nm

22

36

15

2.25 nm

6 nm

38

42

5

0.75 nm

2 nm

53

58

6

0.9 nm

2.4 nm

60

77

18

2.7 nm

7.2 nm

84

96

13

1.95 nm

5.2 nm

103

119

17

2.55 nm

6.8 nm

121

123

3

0.45 nm

1.2 nm

126

149

24

3.6 nm

9.6 nm

22

42

21

3.4 nm

8.4 nm

53

77

25

4.2 nm

10 nm

103

123

21

3.4 nm

8.4 nm

4 http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P02144
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When the secondary and tertiary structures of myoglobin are included in the analysis, six regions
emerge with a shared hydrophobic interface. These regions are signicant in the interaction with
a hydrophobic surface because we expect them to interact as a whole with the surface. Internally
the regions are linked through covalent and hydrogen bonds while at the same time every region
has a single side with hydrophobic side chains.

When the protein adheres to the surface and

changes its conformation to expose its hydrophobic side chains to the surface it is energy favorable
to leave the hydrogen bonds stabilizing the secondary structures in these regions intact. As the
hydrophobic groups are mostly placed on one side of the chain there is no need to reorient the
chain and, consequently, the secondary structure of the native molecule can be mostly left intact.
The numerical properties of these sections are given in table 2 while the sections are illustrated in
gure 5.

Table 2: Properties of all identied protein sections. The protein sections are assigned a symbol

Pn

(P for protein part) for future reference. The amino acid indices at the beginning and end, the

number of involved amino acids and the contour length of the unfolded peptide chain are given.
Section

Start

End

Number of amino acids

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

1

2

2

0.8 nm

5

40

36

14.4 nm

65

76

12

4.8 nm

88

94

7

2.8 nm

99

143

45

18 nm

149

153

5

2 nm

7

Uncoiled contour length

(a) All sections

Figure 5:

(b) P2 : 5 - 40

(c) P3 : 65 - 76

(d) P4 : 88 - 94

(e) P5 : 99 - 143

Identied sections of the myoglobin molecule with a common hydrophobic side.

(a)

shows all six identied sections. (b) through (e) shows the four largest sections. The labels below
the gure list the

Pn

designation of a section and the indices of the amino acids displayed. The

structure is depicted as a cartoon representation with a color gradient and side chains are drawn
as ball and stick models. The side chains of the amino acids that are polar or nonpolar are colored
blue and red respectively.
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4 Theoretical background
This chapter introduces the theory behind the experiments. In the rst section the AFM cantilever
mechanics and dynamics are discussed which is key to the understanding of the force exerted on
the protein. In section two the thermally driven mechanism behind the bond breaking is discussed;
rst for a system with a constant applied force, then for a force increasing at a certain loading rate.
In the third section the worm like chain (WLC) model is introduced. The WLC model describes
the entropic spring behavior of simple polymer chains in general and can be applied to describe
the entropic behavior of structureless peptide chains. Finally the theory behind wavelet analysis
and ltering is discussed. Wavelets are applied in both the analysis of the surface topology and
the analysis of the force curves.

4.1

Cantilever mechanics

x
Cantilever
Figure 6: Schematic representation of an AFM cantilever.

In the experiments the force exerted on the molecule is applied through an cantilever. An AFM
cantilever has the geometry of a small thin plate that is xed on one side with the tip attached to
the other side as depicted in gure 6. The bending behavior of an AFM cantilever is described as
a Hookian spring with:

f = −k · x
with

k

the cantilevers spring constant and

(1)

x the cantilever deection from its equilibrium position.

The energy stored in the spring is

E = k · x2

(2)

The cantilever experiences thermal uctuations which create variations in the cantilever deection and force.
[8]

The variations are related to the temperature

T

and the spring constant

k

:

∆x2 = kb T /k

(3)

∆f 2 = kb T · k

(4)

Equations 3 and 4 show that there is a tradeo between position and force uctuations in the

T = 293 K and k = 0.01
σx = 0.64 nm and σf = 6.4 pN.

choice of a cantilever stiness. At
cantilever uctuations are

N/m the standard deviations of the

A common approach in AFM force spectroscopy is to move the probe away from the surface at
a constant speed

v.

When we assume the tip to remain xed at a certain location the force exerted

by the tip increases over time with a certain loading rate

L:

Lf = k · v
The dimensions of

Lf

are N/s. A probe with

nm/s give rise to a loading rate of

L=1

k = 0.01

(5)
N/m and an experiment with

v = 100

nN/s. Section 4.2 will discuss the impact of the loading

rate on the bond breaking mechanics.
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4.2

Bond breaking mechanism

In the experiments a force is applied on the protein and this leads to a stress on the bond. The bond
can be interpreted as an energy barrier along the unfolding coordinate, the applied force provides
additional potential energy to the system. Bond breaking occurs when the energy barrier is crossed
by thermal uctuations. In this section the process of bond breaking is described. Initially the
bond breaking mechanism for a constant applied force is discussed. Next, this is extended to a
force that increases over time at a certain loading rate. The section is concluded with some remarks
on the eect of the cantilever dynamics.

Constant applied force
The breaking of internal bonds in a molecular system is a process dominated by thermal uctuations. In this section we follow the description of the process as laid down by Evans

et al.[9]

To

illustrate the bond breaking mechanics we assume that the bond breaking process is described by
an energy landscape along the one dimensional molecular unfolding coordinate

x

as illustrated in

gure 7a. The one dimensional coordinate corresponding to one reaction pathway is dened in the
full conguration space of the system. This choice is justied assuming that bond breaking occurs
via a pathway through this congurational space, for example selected by the initial conguration
and the direction of the applied force.

E(x)

E(x)

xβ

xβ
x0

x0

x

x

xβ

-f ∙ x

-f ∙ x

(a) Single barrier

(b) Double barrier

Figure 7: Energy landscape of a bond along the molecular unbinding coordinate
an applied force
indicated by

xβ .

f.

The bound equilibrium position is indicated by

x0

x with and without

and the transition state is

The dashed lines show the potential energy contribution of

f.

The escape from the bound state is described with an attempt frequency (1/tD ) at which the
thermal energy tries to break the energy barrier (Smoluchowski theory). In the ideal representation
of a single sharp energy barrier with height
escape

k→

and bond lifetime

t→

Eb

between a bound and unbound state the rate of

becomes:

k→ =

1 − kEbT
e b
tD

(6)
Eb

t→ = 1/k→ = tD · e kb T
s

−1

1/tD is the diusive attempt frequency of bond
that Eb = Eb (f ) where we assume f = const.

(7)
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10 − 1010

in which

breaking which is typical

.

The rate of escape is then directly

Note

dependent on the ratio between the barrier height and the thermal energy.

For higher energy

barriers the thermal uctuations have a lower likelihood of reaching the top of the barrier and vice
versa. Therefore, lowering the energy barrier increases the escape rate.
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The time at which the bond is expected to dissociate spontaneously without an applied force;
the natural lifetime

tof f ,

is dened as:

tof f = tD · e

Eb (f =0)
kb T

(8)

f on the system at an angle θ to the molecular
f is assumed to be constant in time and space. This adds an
−(f · cos θ) · x to the system, lowering the energy barrier height as

The energy barrier is lowered by applying a force
coordinate.

For now the force

additional potential energy of

illustrated in gure 7a and increasing the escape rate. Therefore, when a constant force is applied
to a system the lifetime of the bond is dependent on the magnitude of the applied force via equation
7.
The here presented thermal bond breaking model is only valid when

f · x  Eb
If this requirement is violated the energy barrier

Eb (f )

(9)
becomes very low and the contribution of

the thermal uctuations is negligible compared to the mechanical contribution to the breaking of
the barrier.
The assumption of a single barrier is not realistic for a complex molecular system. Complex
energy landscapes with multiple barriers as still conservatively illustrated in gure 7b are expected.
Every barrier has to be overcome in sequence and rebinding can occur if the new equilibrium state

f

is close to the just crossed barrier. An additional consequence of the applied force

and multiple

barriers is that another energy barrier might become the dominant one as illustrated in gure 7b.
Whenever the force increases to a point that the dominant barrier changes, a new behavior regime
is entered where another internal barrier is probed.

Increasing applied force
The discussion now turns to applied forces that gradually increase over time. The force exerted
on the system can be gradually increased over time at a loading rate

Lf

(unit: N/s).

Instead

∗

of having a characteristic lifetime (t→ ) of the bond, an characteristic bond strength (f ) can be

f∗

observed. The characteristic bond strength
with

f (t) = Lf · t.

The loading rate

Lf

is the force at which the bond is most likely to fail,

has a direct impact on the characteristic bond breaking

strength. At low loading rates the system spends more time in the low force regimes increasing
the odds of the bond breaking in that regime. Thus, higher loading rates result in higher bond
breaking forces and vice versa.

As discussed in the previous paragraph, higher bond breaking

forces can lead to a new regime of behavior as the system starts probing another internal barrier.
We introduce the thermal force scale

fβ

and the dimensionless loading rate

kb T
xβ

(10)

tof f Lf
fβ

(11)

fβ =
rf ≡
where

xβ

rf :

is the distance from the equilibrium position to the transition state of the energy

barrier as illustrated in gure 7a. Once the applied force rises above the thermal force scale

fβ

molecules separated well beyond the barrier continue to move apart and rebinding eects vanish.

∗

It can be shown that the force at which the bond is most likely to fail (f ) at a certain
(dimensionless) loading rate is given by:

f∗
= ln(rf )
fβ
under the condition that rebinding eects are negligible. Thus,
the loading rate

Lf

(12)

f ∗ increases logarithmically with

and the relation between the loading rate and most observed bond breaking

force is evident.
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Cantilever mediated force
When a bond is loaded via a cantilever system the force is dependent on the molecular coordinate

x

and not longer constant in

x

as assumed in the previous part of this section 4.2. The cantilever

potential well is quadratic dependent on the deection (see equation 2) and creates a capture well
for the system after bond breaking.
curvatures

∼k

Soft and sti cantilevers have capture wells with dierent

as illustrated in image 8.

E(x)
xβ
x0

x
stiff cantilever

soft cantilever

Figure 8: Energy landscape of a bond along the molecular unbinding coordinate

x with and without

x0

and the transition

cantilever applied forces.
state is indicated by

xβ .

The bound equilibrium position is indicated by

The dashed line shows the capture well of a soft and a sti cantilever.

Soft cantilevers best approach the assumption of force independent of
factor relating

f

and

x

x

due to the smaller

in equation 1. Furthermore, for soft cantilevers the equilibrium state is far

from the energy barrier, making rebinding eects negligible. This is conditional for formula 12 to
be valid.
Sti cantilevers have a sharper, more narrow capture well.
exceeds the potential gradient

|∂E/∂x|max

When the cantilever force

k · xβ

the system will be simply pulled through the energy

barrier and thermal activation of bond breaking plays a negligible role. Condition 9 is not satised
in that case. This occurs only for extremely sti cantilevers with

k>1
[9]

cantilevers a dierent interpretation of the force curves is required

N/m. For these very sti

. The soft cantilevers used in

the experiments in this reports do not have this problem.

4.3

Worm-like-chain model

A peptide chain that lacks secondary and tertiary structure is a simple polymeric molecule. The
behavior of these molecules upon stretching is described by the worm-like-chain model. An entropy
driven eect causes the polymer chain to behave like a spring. This eect is signicant as the force
exerted on the protein in the AFM experiments is mediated by the already unfolded protein section
which acts as an entropic spring. Therefore, the variable length of the entropic spring needs to be
taken into account in the analysis of the force curves. The discussion in this section will start with
the more general Kratky-Porod model and will later be extended to the worm-like-chain model.
The force extension behavior of a polymer chain is described by the Kratky-Porod model
as excellently described by Strick
orientation vector

et al.[10]

→
−
ti in which i = 1...N

The model is based on

N

segments of length

b

with

is the index of the segment. The segments have interaction

exclusively with their nearest neighbors along the chain. Bending of the chain is described by the
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bending modulus

B.

The bending modulus relates the energy needed to bend an object to the

angle of the bend (θ ) and the length of the object (L):

Ebend = B
When a force

F

cos θ
L

(13)

acts on the chain along the z-axis, the total energy of the Kratky-Porod chain

is described by:

EKP

=

EKP
with

θi

−

N
N
X
B X~ ~
~ti · ~ez
ti · ti−1 − F b
b i=2
i=1

(14)

N
N
X
BX
cos θi − F b
cos Θi
= −
b i=2
i=1

the angle between successive orientation vectors and

Θi

(15)

the angle between the orienta-

tion vector and the z-axis.
Energetically the solution with all angles zero is the most favorable, but not the most likely
as there is only a single state that ts this set of conditions. Entropy eects driven by thermal
uctuations cause the system to appear in a curled up state. The orientation of segments along
the chain have a decreasing correlation with chain length:

~ti · ~ti = e−b|i−j|/ξ

(16)

with

ξ = B/kb T
ξ

(17)

is known as the persistence length of the system. The chain end-to-end mean distance

Rg ,

known as the gyration radius satises:

 N 2
D E
X
~2 = b 
~ti  ' 2N bξ = 2l0 ξ
Rg2 ≡ R

(18)

i=1
with l0

= N b.

The worm-like-chain (WLC) model is an extended version of the Kratky-Porod chain in which
the limit of

b→0

is applied creating a continuous version of the chain model. In this limit the

system is not analytically solved. An approximate interpolation function is however available

z
1
1
Fξ
= +
−
kb T
L 4(1 − z/L)2
4

[11]

:

(19)

Interpolation formula 19 is asymptotically correct in the low and high force regimes and within
10% in the intermediate regime.
polymer chains, DNA strands

[10]

The WLC model is successfully applied in the description of

and protein chains

[8]

. It is important to note that the WLC model

does not incorporate any intramolecular interactions other than the bending energy.

Hydrogen

bonds and hydrophobic interactions between the amino acids of the protein chain are thus not
included in the WLC model.

4.4

Wavelet analysis

Standard Fourier analysis extracts frequency information from a dataset but is insensitive to the
spatial distribution of these frequencies. An alternative to normal Fourier transformation is the
windowed Fourier transform where xed size subsections of the data are separately Fourier analyzed.

Consequence of this xed window size is that the frequency and spatial resolution are

non-uniform throughout the frequency spectrum. The application of wavelets provides a balance
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between frequency and spatial resolution. Force curve and surface topology data contains features
of which the local character cannot be ignored.

The local character of wavelets makes wavelet

analysis applicable in the ltering of force curve data and surface topology data.
In this section the theory behind wavelet analysis is discussed. The rst part of this section
denes a wavelet and the (continuous) 1D wavelet transformation.

The second part describes

the 1D discrete wavelet transformation, which is applicable to discrete datasets. The third part
described the reverse wavelet transformation and how the technique is extended to encompass 2D
data.

The last part describes the application of the wavelet transformation in a signal to noise

ratio sensitive lter.
The technical details of the application of wavelet analysis and ltering on the experimental
data is described in chapter 5.

Wavelets and wavelet transform
A wavelet is a localized wave in the time domain. In wavelet analysis a so-called mother-wavelet
is dened. The wavelets used for data analysis are derived directly from this mother-wavelet by
scaling and translation operations.

Scaling the wavelet transverses the frequency domain while

translation transverses the time domain. The scaling of a mother-wavelet
translation with

u

Ψ0

with a factor

s

and

is described in equation(20):

t−u
1
)
ψs,u (t) = √ Ψ0 (
s
s

(20)

In the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) the resulting wavelet is convoluted with the data

f (t)

as function of the scaling factor

s

5

as described in equation (21) :

ˆ
CW T (s, u) = f ∗ ψs,u =

f (t) · ψs,u (t)dt

(21)

The CWT operation can be described as a convolution in the time domain and a multiplication
in the frequency domain, analogous to Fourier theory:

F {CW T } = F · Ψs
Equation (22) uses
notation of

ψs,u=0 .

F

as the frequency domain notation of

(22)

f (t) and Ψs

as the frequency domain

Equation (22) states that the wavelet acts as a frequency domain lter for the

data. As stated before, the scaling parameter

s

also inversely scales the frequency domain of the

wavelet: doubling the wavelet size halves the frequencies present in the wavelet.
By denition the CWT gives an innitely large parameter domain as

s ∈ |0, ∞i,

which is not

necessary for real-world, discrete and limited size measurement data as the highest frequency that
can be represented in the data is limited by the Nyquist frequency and places a lower limit on the
scaling factor. The nite length of the data places an upper limit on

s

as there is no purpose to

use a wavelet longer than the data.

1D discrete wavelet transform
The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) provides an alternative approach to cover the complete data
rigorously without creating an innitely big parameter domain.
scaling with

s = 2j

where

j = 0, 1, 2, . . .

DWT is often based on dyadic

denotes the decomposition level. Decomposition is per-

formed from the highest to the lowest frequencies. Every decomposition level contains information
about a certain frequency band present in the data.

To achieve this, two lters are dened: a

high pass and a low pass frequency lter. The high pass lter is named the mother wavelet and
the low pass is named the scaling function. The two lters complement each other to cover the
whole frequency domain. In each decomposition level convolution of signal and wavelet picks out
the frequency components of that decomposition channel. The ltered high pass data is called the
detail channel of that decomposition level. Convolution of the signal and the scaling function picks

5 The translation of the wavelet function as given in equation (20)is implicit in the convolution notation used in
equation (21). The notation used is therefore somewhat superuous.
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out the low frequencies. This part of the data is called the approximation level and is passed to
the next decomposition level.
The result of the convolution of the wavelet with the data gives the wavelet transformed data
in that level. The data in these levels are the wavelet coecients
coecient and

n

ci,n

where

i

is the index of the

the number of the level.

In the DWT scheme the detail and approximation channels are down-sampled by decimation
(↓

2)

after separation. Decimation by

↓2

removes every wavelet coecient

ci,n

for which

i

is odd

from the dataset. Decimation causes some aliasing eects on the signal but the eects are limited
6 [12]

by using properly designed wavelets .

As the dataset is split into two channels with half of the

original coecients each, all information in the dataset can still be represented.
Decimation eectively acts as the scaling factor for the wavelet, but instead of scaling the
wavelet and scaling function, the data is scaled. The decomposition process of convolution and
decimation is repeated with the approximation channel in the next decomposition level.

DWT

stops when the wavelet becomes bigger than the data. At that point continuing the decomposition
does not make sense anymore.

The last approximation channel remains as is and contains the

lowest frequencies of the signal. The decomposition process of the DWT is schematically shown in

Vertical frequency

gure 9a.

Dv,1

Dv,2

Dd,2

A2

Dh,2

Dd,1

Dh,1

Horizontal frequency

2D
100%

High-pass

Data

Low-pass

D1

D2

D3

A1

A2

A3

A3
0%

Frequency

(a) Flow chart of the DWT decomposition up to level
three. An denotes the approximation channel and Dn
the detail channel of decomposition level n. The ow
chart shows how the data is processed by the DWT. The
data is decomposed into the three detail channels and
one approximation level highlighted by the gray area.

1D

(b) Illustration of DWT lter banks for the decomposition of 1D and 2D data. The 1D lter bank shows
the response of four band-pass lters as function of the
frequency. The 2D lter bank shows the frequency
areas where the majority of the signal is passed by
the band-pass lter. In the notation Dr,n the vertical/horizontal/diagonal direction is denoted by r and
n denotes the decomposition level.

Figure 9

The decimation step compresses the data, scaling up the wavelet with a factor two in comparison
to the data. The corresponding frequency lters also scale inversely to twice lower frequencies. The
repeated application of the two lters decompose the data-set into separate databanks.
The shape of the lter bank is determined directly by the high-pass and low-pass lter shape
of the wavelet and scaling function. The wavelet shape in the time domain determines the time
behavior of the convolution. Analogous to the uncertainty principle in quantum mechanics there is
a trade-o between the spread in frequency and the localization in the time domain of the wavelet.
A wavelet with a well dened frequency is not well localized and vice versa.

6 In fact the aliasing eects in both channels cancel each other out for properly designed wavelets, ensuring perfect
reconstruction!
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Reconstruction and higher dimensions.
The reverse operation of DWT decomposition, reconstruction, is also possible. The two channels
are each upsampled (↑

2)

by inserting a zero after every datapoint and ltered using reconstruc7

tion lters.

For orthogonal wavelets the reconstruction matrix

is simply the transpose of the

decomposition matrix. For biorthogonal wavelets the reconstruction matrix is the inverse of the
decomposition matrix.
The application of wavelets has till now been in one dimension.

Extension to the second

dimension is easily done by dening a two-dimensional wavelet and introducing a second translation
parameter.

For the 2D DWT the low-pass and the high-pass lter are both applied in both

dimensions.

This gives in total four lter combinations.

Applying the low-pass lter in both

dimensions gives the approximation channel. Applying the high-pass lter in one dimension gives
the detail in that dimension and is usually referred to as horizontal or vertical dimension. Applying
the high-pass lter in both dimensions yields the so-called diagonal detail.
decimation occurs in both directions by

↓ 2.

Downsampling by

The 2D lter bank of the 2D DWT is shown in gure

9b.

Localized signal to noise ratio thresholding lter
The noise in the data is due to thermal uctuations of the cantilever and the additional noise of the
electronic systems. Due to the quick nature of the events and the corresponding high frequencies
in the frequency domain a low-pass lter is not suited for noise suppression. However, unfolding
and detachment events are very localized and usually stronger than the noise and therefore wavelet
ltering can be applied. Wavelet ltering is based on a threshold determined by a direct comparison between noise and signal, applied on the wavelet decomposed data. The ltering method is
explained in this section.
1D wavelet decomposition is applied on the force curve data, decomposing it into the detail
levels

n = 1...N

and the approximation level. The standard deviation of wavelet coecients in

every detail level is calculated, giving us

σn,signal+noise .

Part of the dataset is selected to sample the noise characteristics of the measurement. Note
that the number of wavelet coecients decreases with the decomposition level and, therefore, the
number of coecients used in the noise characterization changes per level. The standard deviation
of wavelet coecients in the noise sample is calculated per decomposition level giving
These two numbers allow us to estimate

σn,signal

σn,noise .

by the relation

2
2
2
σn,signal+noise
= σn,signal
+ σn,noise

(23)

which is applicable to uncorrelated normal distributions. The threshold value on level

n is then

calculated with

2
Tn = C · σn,noise
/σn,signal
with

C

(24)

a scaling factor controlling the ltering strength. This threshold is compared against

the wavelet coecients in the corresponding level. All coecients
lower than the threshold:

|ci,n | < Tn

ci,n

that have an absolute value

are set to zero while the other coecients are kept.

In conclusion: wavelet coecients are compared against a threshold that determines whether the
coecient is signicantly stronger than the noise level. Reconstruction of the wavelet decomposed
data to the normal domain reveals the ltered dataset.

Due to the localized character of the

wavelets the lter allows the events to pass the lter while the noise is suppressed. By adjusting
the threshold scaling factor

C

the result can be adjusted.

detail, but contain still noise. High

C

Low

C

values give almost full signal

values give almost no noise, but only display the coarse data

features.
Usually a single wavelet is applied to lter the data. This, however, introduces shape artifacts
related to the form of the wavelet i.e. block shaped wavelets create block shaped ltered data. To
reduce artifacts we lter the data with a collection of wavelets. Every wavelet gives its own ltered
data set. Finally all ltered data sets are averaged, strengthening features shared by all ltered

7 Assuming

the matrix notation of convolutions is used
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datasets and marginalizing artifacts found in a single ltered dataset. The collection of wavelets
following Matlab naming convention is: {'bior3.3', 'bior3.7', 'bior3.9', 'db5', 'db9', 'db10'}.
The set is chosen by visual inspection of the individual and collectively ltered data.
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5 Experimental setup
5.1

AFM setup

All experiments have been done with a Bruker BioScope Catalyst system mounted on a Leica
DMI4000B inverted microscope. The bioscope system diers from normal AFM systems in the fact
that it is combined with an optical microscope system and that measurements can be performed
in liquids.

The system supports large scan size and large height ranges:

150

µm

and 20

µm

respectively. It is therefore optimally suited for applying AFM techniques on biological systems
and can be combined with optical techniques. A photo of the setup with indication of the main
AFM system parts is shown in gure 10. The acoustical hood is generally closed during experiments
to isolate the system from air vibrations.

(a) Setup

(b) Head

(c) Fluid probe holder on reversed
head

Figure 10: Photos of the AFM setup. Important components are indicated.

The AFM setup is illustrated in gure 11. The probe with cantilever and tip are mounted on
the AFM head. The laser beam is aligned such that it completely reects from the cantilever. The
reected laser beam falls on the middle of the photo detector. Small deections of the cantilever
are amplied by the long 'arm' of the laser beam.
laser intensity.
to change.

The quadrant photodetector measures the

A shift in beam position causes the intensity distribution on the photodetector

The signal dierence between the left and right quadrants and the top and bottom

quadrants normalized by the total signal sum are proportional to the laser spot location. Stacks
of piezo elements actuate the ne and precise movements of the system. The sample location (xydirection) is controlled by two piezos in the sample stage. The probe height (in the z-direction)
is controlled by a piezo in the AFM head attached to the probe clamp.
be denoted by

zpiezo .

The probe height will

For coarse movements like sample positioning and engaging the tip to the

sample, the head and stage are motorized. A system of electronics controls the piezos, records the
cantilever deection and probe height, provides feedback and interfaces with the computer. The
computer serves for data acquisition and data analysis. For experiments in uids a special probe
holder with uid cell is used. The uid cell has an additional optical window that allows the laser
beam to pass uninterrupted, but contains the uid by sealing the surface with a rubber ring.
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Computer:

Controller:

- Data acquisition
- Data analysis

- Measurement
- Feedback
- Data buffering

AFM head
Photodetector
Laser

Z-piezo

Cantilever + tip
Sample
Piezo stage

Figure 11: Diagram of the AFM setup.

An AFM is in general capable of several measurement modes. For surface topology measurements contact mode, non-contact mode and tapping mode are available. Here we provide no further
details on these techniques. In addition to the standard contact and tapping mode measurements
the system supports PeakForce QNM (Quantitative Nanomechanical Mapping). In this mode the
tip is oscillated up and down at a frequency of 1 kHz, well below the resonant frequency of the
cantilever. A trigger force is dened that reverses the downward motion of the tip when observed.
The cantilever deection force is measured as a function of the cantilever height.

In real time

material characteristics like topology, deformation, adhesion, dissipation and elastic modulus can
be determined for the whole image.

Deection measurement
The deection of the cantilever is calculated from the signal of the photodetector.
voltage of the photodetector

Vphotodetector

The sensor

(V) relates linearly to the cantilever deection

dcantilever

(nm):

dcantilever = Vphotodetector · Cd.s.
in which

Cd.s.

(25)

is the so called deection sensitivity (nm/V). The cantilever force

fcantilever

is

related to the deection by equation 1.
The deection sensitivity

Cd.s. is

calibrated by pushing the AFM tip on a hard surface and

determining the change in z-piezo position
voltage

∆V .

∆zpiezo

and the corresponding change in photodetector

The surface of a hard surface does not deform and, therefore, the change in cantilever

equals the change in z-piezo position:

∆dcantilever = ∆zpiezo .

The deection sensitivity is then

calculated by:

Cd.s. =
The value of

Cd.s.

∆zpiezo
∆Vphotodetector

(26)

is the result of the laser alignment, probe position and other experimental

conditions. Due to this the deection sensitivity needs to be recalibrated every time a change is
made to the probe or alignment.
If the deection sensitivity is not correctly calibrated (for whatever reason) an systematic error
is made in the calculation of the cantilever deection. We introduce
sensitivity which is related to the correct deection sensitivity

∗
Cd.s.

Cd.s.

as the incorrect deection

by an factor

Ed.s. :

∗
Cd.s.
= Ed.s. · Cd.s.
Due to the error in the calibration the found deection
also o by a factor

(27)

dcantilever

and deection force

f

are

Ed.s. :
d∗cantilever = Ed.s. · dcantilever
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(28)

∗
fcantilever
= Ed.s. · fcantilever
However, due to the simple linear relationships between

(29)

Vphotodetector , dcantilever and fcantilever
−1
Fcorr = Ed.s.
. Of course, this

we can correct for the error by multiplying with a correction factor
is only possible if

Ed.s.

can be determined or estimated.

Force curves

Cantilever deflection force (pN)
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Tip − sample separation (nm)
Figure 12: A typical force curve. The top plot shows the force (f ) as a function of the z-piezo
height (zpiezo ). The bottom plot shows the same curve, but now with the force (f ) as a function
of the tip-sample separation (ztip−sample ). The unltered data is plotted.

A force curve is the curve traced out by the deection of the cantilever as the cantilever is moved
up and down by the z-piezo stage. Force curves are recorded to investigate the interaction forces
between tip and surfaces. The tip is moved up and down in a controlled ramp with a trigger force
controlling when the system starts moving in the opposite direction. During the ramp the force

f

corresponding to the deection of the cantilever is recorded. A typical force curve is shown in

gure 12. The force exerted on the cantilever is directly due to interaction forces between tip and
surface. The force curve recorded while the tip is approaching the surface is called the approach
curve while the force curve recorded while the tip is retracting from the surface is naturally called
the retraction curve.
feedback loop.

ztip−sample

The ramp is directly controlled and monitored by the AFM system in a

This probe height parameter can be transformed into the tip-sample separation

by summing the z-piezo height

zpiezo

and the cantilever deection

dcantilever :

ztip−sample = zpiezo + dcantilever
In the rest of this report we will refer to the tip-sample separation simply as

(30)

z.

Thus,

ztip−sample = z .
The ramp sequence used for the experiments is: move down (100 nm/s) until the trigger force
is detected, wait 1 s, move up (200-250 nm, 100 nm/s), wait 1 s, repeat. The ramp sequence is
illustrated in gure 13.
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t
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Figure 13: Typical ramp sequence.

Convention on force values
A sign ambiguity exists for the forces as the force exerted on the cantilever (deection force:

fdef lection ) and the force exerted by the cantilever (fcantilever ) are equal but oppositely directed:
fcantilever = −fdef lection . In force curves the deection force is plotted: fdef lection . The deection
force is directed along the z-axis of the AFM system with the positive z-direction away from the
sample surface.
Adhesion forces (fa ) will be reported as the absolute value of the deection force
Therefore, the maximum adhesion force
reporting the event parameters

5.2

fi

and

fa,max = max |fadhesion |.

fdef lection .

This convention is also used for

ff .

Surface preparation

The substrate surfaces used for measurements are made of polystyrene (PS) which is spincoated
onto a treated glass substrate. For the detailed protocol refer to appendix A.1.

Surface preparation
The substrate for the polystyrene layer is a glass cover slip of 18x18 or 24x24 mm. Cleaning of
the glass substrates is performed by 5 min sonication in subsequent acetone (Science Lab, reagent
grade), isopropyl alcohol (Science Lab, reagent grade) and ethanol (Merck, absolute). The samples are dried with a gentle stream of N2 after every sonication.

An additional preparation of

the glass surface before spincoating of the PS layer is used to improve bonding between the PS
layer and the glass substrate. Two dierent methods are used: spincoating a layer of polyimide
or silanization of the surface.

This extra preparation step is necessary to prevent the PS layer

from separating from the glass substrate during immersion in water.

Silanization of the glass

surface creates a bond between the glass and PS layer that is stable for at least 7 days under
water.

The polyimide mediated bond is less stable and separation occurs after several tens of

minutes.

The polyimide precursor: poly(3,3´,4,4´-benzophenonetetracarboxylic dianhydride-co-

4,4´-oxydianiline/1,3-phenylenediamine)amic-acid (Sigma Aldrich, electronic grade) is solvated in
DMSO (Merck, synthesis grade) and crosslinked by heating to form the polyimide layer. Silanization is performed by immersing the glass cover slips for 1 minute in a 0.5 wt% solution of
dichlorodimethylsilane (Sigma Aldrich) in dichloromethane (Merck, EMSURE analytical grade)
and subsequent washing in acetone and ethanol. The silanization method is superior in both performance and ease of use.

The polyimide method is initially used and later replaced with the

silanization method.

Polystyrene spincoating and oxidation
Spincoating is performed with a Photo Resist Spincoater Model 4000 from Electronic Micro Systems
Ltd. Atactic PS is obtained from Alfa Aesar with a molecular weight between 125-250 kDa. A
2 wt% solution of PS in toluene (Merck, EMSURE analytical grade) is used for spincoating.
Spincoating is used to create an at PS surface, ideal for repeated force curve experiments as a
at surface reduces surface topological eects.
The polystyrene surface is optionally oxidized with a UV/ozone surface decontamination system
(model PSD-UV from Novascan).

The UV/ozone treatment is performed for a controlled time.

A UV lamp placed above the surface in the oxidation chamber generates UV light and produces
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ozone from the oxygen in the oxidation chamber. Oxidization increases the oxygen content of the
[13]

material

. The device is opened immediately after the treatment to prevent residual ozone in

the decontamination chamber from continuing the oxidation process. In this report we will refer
to oxidized PS as PS that is oxidized for 600 s. PS that is not treated is referred to as bare PS
surfaces.
foil.

Partial surface oxidation is obtained by covering the substrate tightly with aluminum

With a scalpel and the help of a ruler a straight cut is made through the aluminum foil

onto the sample. The aluminum foil is removed from one side of the sample leaving it exposed for
UV/ozone treatment. The other side is tightly sealed of by the pressure of the scalpel and the cut
through the PS layer clearly separates the two sides of the sample.

Final handling
To prevent deformation of the substrate during the experiment and to make it easier to handle,
the cover slip is glued on a standard microscope slide (Thermo scientic) with a small drop of
cyanoacrylate based glue (Loctite 406) which spreads evenly between the microscope slide and the
cover slip. Precaution is taken to make the droplet not spread to the edges of the sample from
where it might evaporate and condense on the PS surface.

All samples are washed in Milli-Q

water while shaking 15 minutes on a Thermo Scientic Wellwash AC at the 'low' shake speed and
dried with a gentle stream of N2 . Samples are stored in a vacuum desiccator to prevent airborne
contamination from adhering.

5.3

Tip functionalization

An AFM probe is a small chip that carries one or more cantilevers as shown in gure 14. Silicon
nitride AFM probes are obtained from Bruker AFM probes. The spring constant depends on the
choice of the cantilever. Triangular and rectangular cantilever geometries exist. In the experiments
several types of probes are used. An overview is shown in table 3.

Cantilever

Top view

Probe

Side view
Tip
Figure 14: Schematic representation of an AFM probe with two cantilevers in top and side view.
The probe has a rectangular (left) and a triangular (right) cantilever. The tip is attached at the
end of the cantilever.

Table 3: Overview of the types of cantilevers
Probe type

Material

Reective coating

Cantilevers

Spring constants

Nominal tip radius

DNP-10

Si3 N4

Au

4

0.06 - 0.35 N/m

20 nm

MLCT-UC

Si3 N4

-

6

0.01 - 0.6 N/m

20 nm

MLCT

Si3 N4

Au

6

0.01 - 0.6 N/m

20 nm

Before chemical activation the cantilevers are calibrated. The deection sensitivity and spring
constants are calibrated ve times as described in appendix A.2. The average value of the deection
sensitivity is used in the spring constant calibration. The average and the standard deviation of
the spring constant is calculated and noted for later experiments.
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Activation
Chemical binding sites need to be created on the tip in order to bind protein molecules to the Si3 N4
tip. The ethanolamine-glutaraldehyde method is applied to activate the tips for this purpose. To
make the process more convenient and ecient we designed a special probe holder to x and treat
up to six probes simultaneously. The probe holder is designed to t in a 100 ml beaker such that
the cantilevers do not touch the beaker wall. A photo of the probe holder is shown in gure 15.
The technical drawings of the probe holder are included in appendix E.

Figure 15: Photo of the probe holder

Tip

1
2
3

Total
Figure 16: Reaction scheme for the probe functionalization. The initial tip state, the three reaction
steps and the total linker chemistry are shown. Note that the tip, molecules and myoglobin protein
are not drawn to scale.

The detailed protocol is included in appendix A.3.
by washing in chloroform in a fume cupboard.

First the probes are thoroughly cleaned

Then the probes are immersed in a solution of

ethanolamine (Sigma Aldrich, ReagentPlus grade) in DMSO and left to incubate overnight. During
the reaction ethanolamine binds to the naturally oxidized Si3 N4 tips creating amine (∼NH2 ) groups
on the surface as depicted in step 1 of gure 16. The next day the probes are washed in DMSO
and ethanol and dried with a gently stream of N2 . The probe holder is placed on a fresh at piece
of paralm. The probes stick out just above the paralm. The paralm surface is hydrophobic
and facilitates easy placement and removal of small droplets to the probes. A 25µL droplet of a
solution of glutaraldehyde (Calbiochem, 25% aqueous solution) in Milli-Q water is placed on every
probe and incubated for 15 minutes.

This incubation binds a gluteraldehyde molecule to every

amine group as depicted in step 2 of gure 16]. The probes are then washed with Milli-Q water.
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The tip is now activated and ready for functionalization with a protein.

Functionalization or termination
The nal functionalization is performed by incubating a 25µL droplet of a solution of 200-300
ng/µL myoglobin (Calbiochem; Myoglobin, Human, Recombinant, E. Coli) in phosphate buered
saline (PBS, Sigma Aldrich, 0.14 M, pH 7.4) for 15 minutes. The reactive group of a glutaraldehyde
residue binds to an amine group of the myoglobin protein creating a covalent bond between the tip
and the protein as depicted in step 3 of gure 16. Probes are stored in PBS solution up to several
days.
Alternatively, the reactive gluteraldehyde group can be terminated with ethanolamine. This is
used to inactivate the gluteraldehyde reactive group of a functionalized probe without activating
the tip with a protein i.e. for control experiments. Termination is performed by incubating the
tips for 15 minutes in the ethanolamine solution. The tips are then washed with Milli-Q water and
stored in PBS.

Figure 17: Section view of a functionalized tip close to a polystyrene surface. Radius

α of sphere surface with possible protein interactions are indicated.
to scale for a myoglobin functionalized tip with r = 20 nm.

and opening angle
is approximately

r

of the tip

The picture

Number of proteins per tip
Next, we estimate how many proteins per tip can interact with the surface by determining the
accessible surface and the number of amine groups per surface area as depicted in gure 17. The
probes have a nominal tip radius of 20 nm. Assuming the tip has a spherical shape and assuming
that a separation of the probe and the surface up to 2.5 nm can facilitate protein interactions
gives an opening angle

α = 2 · arccos(17.5/20) = 57.9◦ .

This angle gives a solid angle of 0.785 Sr

2

and calculates to a surface area with possible protein interactions of 314 nm . The ethanolamine
incubation gives an area density of reactive sites of
Ebner

et al

[14]

2021 ± 205

2

molecules/µm

as determined by

. If we assume that one surface amine groups ultimately binds one protein molecule,

multiplying the surface area and the density gives an average of

0.63 ± 0.06

molecules per tip.

This number is low enough to have mainly single protein molecule interactions, but high enough
to obtain a reasonable number of functionalized tips.

5.4

Automated force curve analysis

An automated analysis method is developed to conveniently analyze the data of thousands of
force curves generated during the experiments.

The method is implemented in Matlab and is

based on the detection of detachment/unfolding events.

An unfolding or detachment event is a

quick increases of the length of the molecular system between the tip and the surface resulting in
quick cantilever deection changes. These unfolding/detachment events would be easily detected
by a gradient threshold if not for the presence of noise in the signal. Typical measurement data
with noise is shown in gure 18, the baseline and the surface contact sections of the force curve
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are indicated.

The force curve analysis routine performs several tasks with the data:

baseline

correction, surface location detection, data ltering, event detections and event classication.
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−2000
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Figure 18:

Raw measurement data of a force curve experiment.

The baseline section and the

surface contact section are indicated.

The raw measurement data has an oset due to the oset in the photodetector alignment.
Additionally the laser spot moves slightly when the cantilever height changes during the ramp,
since the laser is not completely aligned perpendicular on the cantilever. Consequently, the laser
beam wanders slightly as the cantilever moves, adding a gradient to the baseline oset.
At rst the routine linearly ts the baseline of the data and removes the found oset and
gradient from the data, aligning the baseline at zero force. The part of the data that is tted is
adjusted for every set of measurements as interactions can occur at varying length scales.

The

location at which the tip-surface distance is zero is found by tting the surface contact region of
the force curve with a linear function. During surface contact on hard samples, the tip remains
at a 0 nm tip-surface separation due to the cantilever deection. There where the extrapolated
surface contact t crosses the

f =0

pN baseline, the cantilever deection is zero and the surface

location is found.

Wavelet ltering
The theory and motivation for using wavelet ltering is given in section 4.4. The baseline part of
the curve is used for sampling the noise characteristics. The wavelet lter is applied with a certain
threshold scaling factor

C

to yield the ltered data.

Event detection and analysis
Events are detected in coarse ltered data to prevent the detection of noise as events. For the coarse

Cdetection is used while a threshold scaling factor
Canalysis is used to lter the data for the nal analysis. Events
 are detected by a gradient threshold:
1 1 0 0 0 −1 −1 −1
rst the coarse ltered data is convoluted with a lter of 1/3· 1

ltering a value of the threshold scaling factor

nding the dierence between six subsequent data points averaged over three data points.

An

event is detected when a maximum in this running dierence exceeds 25 pN. The analysis method
proceeds to nd the curve minimum to the left and the curve maximum to the right of the detected
event in the nely ltered analysis data. These points are respectively dened as the begin and
end of the event. Several sanity-checks are performed to prevent detection of unfolding events in
the baseline, detection at the very beginning of the force curve and the double detection of single
events.
The analysis method stores the physical parameters as piezo-height, tip-sample separation (z )
and deection force (f ) of all begin and nal points of the events for later analysis. The parameters
describing the events are illustrated in gure 19. These parameters are: the initiating and nal
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tip-sample separation (zi ,

zf

resp.) and force (fi ,

ff

resp.) and the related unfolding distance:

Cantilever deflection force (pN)

∆z = zf − zi .

200

ff

−200

fi
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Tip − sample separation (nm)
Figure 19: Figure illustrating the event parameters. The initiating and nal tip-sample separation
(zi ,

zf

resp.) and initiating and nal force (fi ,

ff

resp.) are indicated. The blue line shows the

unltered data, the red line shows the wavelet ltered data. The green and red crosses indicate
locations where an unfolding/detachment event initiates and ends respectively.

The events are classied based on their initial and nal state.

Events that initiate with a

tip-surface separation < 2.5 nm are classied as 'initial' events which have strong tip-surface
interaction. Events that have a nal cantilever deection < 50 pN are classied as 'nal' events
as they correspond to event that bring the cantilever close to the noise level of the free cantilever.
Events that do not t both criteria are classied as 'intermediate' events. These are of particular
interest as they correspond to protein dominated interactions.
Along with the event information the (ne) ltered force curves are stored and the force curves
are transformed from the z-piezo height parameter to the tip-sample separation parameter by
invoking equation 30. The nal result of analysis routine is given in gure 20. Some examples of
analyzed force curves are shown in gure 21.

Cantilever deflection force (pN)
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Figure 20: Result of the force curve analysis routine. The blue line shows the unltered data, the
red line shows the wavelet ltered data. The green and red crosses indicate locations where an
unfolding/detachment event initiates or ends respectively.
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Figure 21: Plots of the result of the automated force curve analysis applied on four experimental force curves.

5.5

Surface analysis

The polystyrene surface topology is characterized with the AFM. This section explains how the
topology is measured and analyzed.

y

1 2

N
line 1
line 2
...

line N

x
Figure 22: Schematic representation of the tip movement during an AFM scan.

In an AFM topology measurement the tip scans the area of interest. The scanning is performed
in a line-by-line fashion as illustrated in gure 22. The scanlines are generally oriented parallel to
the X-axis and distributed along the Y-axis of the area of interest. Every line is scanned twice:
once in the trace direction (+x direction), once in the retrace direction (−x direction). After every
completed line the AFM moves to the next line. The area of interest generally has a square shape
and is subdivided in

N

lines with

N

data points per line. In the QNM mode the tip (probe) is

actuated towards the surface until a certain trigger force is detected and subsequently retracted
from the surface.

The height at every data point is determined from the position of the probe

(zpiezo ) at the trigger event. Several ramps of the AFM tip are performed per data point and the
average value is recorded.

Experimental settings
The surfaces are scanned using the QNM mode of the AFM system on a

500 × 500

nm scan size

with cantilever A of a Bruker DNP-10 probe with a nominal tip radius of 20 nm at a line rate
of 1 Hz. The height topology is determined from the height sensor signal in the retrace direction
of the scan.

The area is divided in 256 lines and 256 data points are acquired per line.

The

surface topology is measured in Milli-Q water. After the measurement every line is tted with a
third degree polynomial, which is removed from the height data to suppress machine artifacts as
thermal drift, piezo nonlinearity and the tilt of the sample.

Tip eects

Figure 23:

Illustration of the tip-surface convolution eect.

The black line shows the surface

topology, the blue line shows the height topology traced out by the tip.

The shape of the tip has a profound eect on the found surface topology and has to be taken
into account during the image analysis. The 20 nm tip radius is convoluted with the real surface
topology and determines the smallest radius of curvature observable, shrinks surface recessions and
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widens protrusions. Assuming a sine wave with amplitude
that the maximum radius of curvature

r

A and r in
r = 20 nm:

Exchanging

and wavelength

λ

it is easy to show

λ2
4π 2 A

r=
for tip radius

A

in that wave is given by formula:

(31)

formula 31 allows us to calculate the largest amplitude fully observable

λ2
(32)
4π 2 r
For λ = 10 nm the largest observable amplitude is A = 0.127 nm. For λ = 15.6 nm this number
increases to A = 0.3 nm. For larger amplitudes the tip does not trace out the very bottom of
A=

the oscillation. Therefore, if the observed roughness amplitude exceeds these numbers it is likely
that not the full height range is measured.

The error of widening and shrinking recessions and

protrusions is rather limited for small topology heights and does not change the minimum and

◦

maximum heights observed. Assuming that the surface has a maximum gradient of 0.1 (5.7 ) the
maximum lateral error is 2 nm for a tip with

r = 20

nm.

Surface ltering
The lter applied on the surface topology data is based on the extraction of relevant spatial
frequencies. This is in contrast with the force curve lter which thresholds on the signal to noise
ratio. The 2D wavelet decomposition method as described in section 4.4 is applied.
The detail channel of the rst wavelet decomposition level contains the high frequencies (λ =
3.9 . . . 7.8 nm). The maximum observable amplitude is found by applying equation 32 and ranges
from 0.02 to 0.08 nm for a tip with r = 20 nm. In AFM topology data the noise is generally found
in the highest frequency regimes. Therefore, the noise contribution is dominant in the rst wavelet
level. Removing the rst wavelet yields the de-noised topology of the PS surface. The full surface
topology is analyzed to give the total roughness of the polystyrene layer.
The dimensions of the myoglobin protein are approximately

2.5 × 3.5 × 4.5

nm. The second

wavelet decomposition level contains spatial wavelengths between 7.8 and 15.6 nm.

8

The node to
1
node ( λ) distance of these wavelengths is close to the spatial scale of the proteins and is therefore
2
9
the most relevant roughness for protein interactions. The roughness of the reconstructed second
wavelet level is, therefore, assumed to be the protein relevant roughness.

Roughness quantication
The roughness of a surface is quantied from the surface height data points (zi ) by the roughness
parameters

Ra and Rq

as dened by:

N

1 X
¯
|zi − z|
N i=1
v
u
N
u1 X
(zi − z̄)2
Rq = t
N i=1
Ra =

The parameter
height. The

Rq

Ra

(33)

(34)

quanties the average absolute deviation of the surface from the average

parameter is the root mean square of the deviations and weighs larger deviations

stronger than small deviations and is, therefore, sensitive to the peakedness of the surface. Both
parameters are calculated in order to quantify the roughness.

8 Keep in mind that the bandlters in wavelet decomposition have a wide transition region between stop and
pass.
9 Remember that the rst wavelet level is noise dominated, otherwise it would be protein relevant too!
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6 Results and discussion
6.1

Polystyrene topology

The topology of the polystyrene surfaces plays a signicant role in the interaction of the protein
as the shape of the surface at the location of the protein can facilitate or complicate adhesion.
Therefore, the topology of (oxidized) polystyrene surfaces is determined by an AFM scan and
interpreted in terms of the roughness parameters

Ra

and

Rq

as dened in equations 33 and 34.

Spatial features with the same length scale as the protein are the most relevant. Therefore, analysis
will be performed on both the full surface topology and the protein relevant spatial scales as
described in section 5.5. The polystyrene surfaces are prepared as described in section 5.2.
The topology of a PS and an oxidized PS surface is shown in gures 24 and 25.

A total of

three surfaces is measured on both the PS and oxidized PS sides of the samples. The roughness
parameters observed for every surface is listed in tables 4 and 5 and includes the average roughness
and corresponding standard deviation. Note that a set of three measurements provides only an
estimate of the standard deviation. The term
and

Rq

is very constant at

1.276 ± 0.011

Rq

is omitted from analysis as the ratio between

Ra

for all surfaces and, therefore, does not convey any new

information. It does show that oxidation does not change the peakedness of the surface topology.

Figure 24: Surface topology of PS (left) and the topology on the protein relevant scale (right).
The axes show the surface coordinates (nm), the color indicates the height of the surface (nm).
The corresponding

Ra

and

Rq

values are shown below the topologies.
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Figure 25: Surface topology of oxidized PS (left) and the topology on the protein relevant scale
(right). The axes show the surface coordinates (nm), the color indicates the height of the surface
(nm). The corresponding

Ra

and

Rq

values are shown below the topologies.

The topology of both the PS and the oxidized PS surfaces in gures 24 and 25 on the nanoscale
level are qualitatively comparable. The two shown surfaces are representative for the other surfaces.
Both surfaces have a smooth, wavy pattern. The reconstructed second wavelet levels in both gures
show the strongest amplitudes in a distinct horizontal orientation. This indicates that this is most
likely due to a scanline related artifact: variations in height between scanlines.
The roughness parameters as presented in table 4 and 5 indicate that the surface is very at
with

Ra = 0.281±0.084 nm for bare PS and Ra = 0.435±0.144 nm for oxidized PS. The roughness

of the oxidized PS surfaces compared to the bare PS surfaces is not signicantly increased with
an average change of

0.15 ± 0.23

nm.

Sample to sample variations are large for both the bare

PS and the oxidized PS surfaces. Most likely this is caused due to minor dierences during the
spincoating process. The roughness of the surface on the protein relevant spatial scale is very low
with values of

Ra = 0.072 ± 0.019 nm

and

Ra = 0.118 ± 0.038 nm

PS respectively. Upon oxidation a slight increase in roughness of

for the bare PS and the oxidized

0.045 ± 0.020

nm is observed in

the protein relevant topology. The change of the PS surface roughness is probably the result of
[15]

material ablation during UV/ozone treatment

. Nevertheless, the observed roughness is on both

the full surface and the protein relevant spatial scales below 0.6 nm for both PS and oxidized PS.
Hence, the surfaces are nearly atomically at.
Table 4: Roughness parameters calculated from the PS and oxidized PS surface topologies.

Ra

Average

±

Surface

PS

Oxidized PS

Dierence

1

0.364 nm

0.301 nm

-0.063 nm

2

0.283 nm

0.417 nm

0.134 nm

3

0.197 nm

0.588 nm

0.391 nm

0.281±0.084 nm

0.435±0.144 nm

0.15±0.23 nm

Standard deviation
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Table 5: Roughness parameters calculated from the protein relevant spatial scales in the PS and
oxidized PS surfaces.

Ra

Average

±

Surface

PS

Oxidized PS

Dierence

1

0.069 nm

0.102 nm

0.033 nm

2

0.093 nm

0.161 nm

0.068 nm

3

0.055 nm

0.090 nm

0.035 nm

0.072±0.019 nm

0.118±0.038 nm

0.045±0.020 nm

Standard deviation

Not that the results presented in this section are based on experimental conditions that can
be improves. The experiment can be performed with higher xy-sampling and a sharper tip can be
used to reduce the convolution eects, increasing the overall resolution. This would allow for ner
wavelength eects to become visible.

The limitations are given by equation 32.

results in a maximum observable amplitude of
this number rises to

0.8 . . . 3

In the protein

λ = 7.8 . . . 15.6 nm) the tip with r = 20 nm
0.08 . . . 0.3 nm. Using a tip with r = 2 nm instead,

relevant topology (here taken with spatial wavelengths
nm.
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6.2

Tip-surface interactions

This section presents and discusses the interaction characteristics between tips that are not functionalized with myoglobin and the polystyrene surfaces.

The PS and oxidized PS surfaces are

A virgin tip is a tip that has not been chemically treated.

prepared as described in 5.2.

An

activated tip is incubated with ethanolamine and gluteraldehyde. And for a terminated tip the
reactive gluteraldehyde is blocked by another ethanolamine incubation. Refer to section 5.3 for a
description of the tip functionalization.
The interaction of a virgin tip, an activated tip and two terminated tips with PS surfaces and
two terminated tips with oxidized PS surfaces will be discussed. This analysis will focus on the
kind of interactions that are observed with the surface, and quanties them in terms of forces and
number of occurrences.

6.2.1

Data analysis

Analysis will be performed on the retraction curves.

The retraction force curves of the control

probes are standardized to get a proper overlay between all the force curves.

Standardization

compensates for sensor oset and the slow sensor drift due to thermal uctuations. Standardization
involves the two linear ts of the data points as described in

5.4.

Subsequently, the data is adjusted

so that the free cantilever position is placed at zero force and that the surface location is placed
at 0 nm separation.

Data representation
Two kinds of graphs will be used to present the measured data of the control experiments. The rst
graph is an overlay of (a subset of ) the measured retraction curves with the tip-sample separation
on the x-axis and the deection force on the y-axis. The plot gives a quick overview of the kind
of interactions that occur, although details of individual force curves are lost. The second graph
contains a histograms of two distributions that show the minimum and maximum force measured
in each retraction curve.

The maximum force is the measured trigger force at which the AFM

system stops engaging the probe to the surface and initiates the retraction of the probe from the
surface. The minimum force measured is signicant as it represents the maximum binding force
between the tip and the surface caused by the ensemble of interactions acting between the tip and
the surface.
To illustrate a retraction curve measurement a single retraction curve is shown in gure 26a.
The cantilever deection force (nN) on the y-axis is measured as a function of the tip-sample
separation (nm) on the x-axis.
a positive deection force of

The retraction curve starts at a separation of

f = 1.1

z = 0

nm and

nN. The tip remains in contact with the surface as the

probe is steadily moved away from the surface until the negative deection force is large enough
to separate the tip from the surface.

This occurs at a deection force of

cantilever moves to the free cantilever position at

dcantilever = 0

f = −13.7

nN. The

nN and remains there for the rest

of the retraction curve. Note that the jump from the surface to the free cantilever position and the
correspong straight line in gure 26a occur nearly instantaneous. It is important to note that both
the deection force and the tip-surface separation are dependent on the dynamics of the system.
The only controlled parameter in this experiment is the height of the probe above the surface. The
gradient of the jump from the surface to the free cantilever position is determined by the spring
constant of the cantilever.
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(a) Retraction curve of a single approach-retract cycle of (b) Retraction curve of a single force curve of probe
probe 004.03.
004.01.
Figure 26

Deection sensitivity correction
The separation in gure 26a is calculated from the piezo location

dcantilever

zpiezo and the cantilever deection

as explained in section 5.1. The cantilever deection is determined by applying equation

25 which uses the calibrated deection sensitivity

Cd.s. .

The deection sensitivity is sensitive to

small variations of the probe position and the alignment of the laser spot on the cantilever. Several
causes can change the deection sensitivity. The position of the probe with regard to the laser can
change as a result of engaging the probe to the surface, which is a stepwise and rough process due
to the motorized stage. Also moving the surface has a mechanical eect on the probes position due
to the uid cell acting as a physical link between the AFM head and the surface. Finally thermal
expansion of AFM system components change the position of the probe and the alignment of the
laser spot. The consequence of this is that the calibrated deection sensitivity diers from the real
value by a factor

Ed.s. .

Therefore, the calculated cantilever deection has a systematic error as

described by equation 28.
This error has two eects on a force curve: the measured cantilever deection
deection force

fcantilever

are scaled by a factor

28 and 29.

The tip-sample separation

the error in

z

deection

z

Ed.s.

dcantilever

and

compared to the real value via equations

inherits the error in

dcantilever

via equation 30.

Thus,

is proportional to the cantilever deection. During surface contact the cantilever

dcantilever

and the probe height

zpiezo

change equal amounts and should cancel each

other in the calculation of the tip-surface separation. Any error is immediately recognizable in a
force curve because the surface contact section is not perfectly vertical any more.
To account for a constant
sensitivity correction
curve variations in

Fcorr

Ed.s.

Ed.s.

the cantilever deection can be multiplied by a deection

such that

Ed.s. · Fcorr = 1

and the curves align vertically.

Curve to

are not compensated for.

Hardware artifacts
In gure 26b a single force curve is shown that illustrates some AFM hardware related artifacts
that are present in these measurements. Several jumps are visible in the force curve. One jump
occurs near the end of the surface contact part of the retraction curve. After this jump the force
curve goes vertically down as if it is still in contact with the surface. The other three jumps occur
after the tip is released from the surface as the tip sample separation

z > 30

nm. The deection

force is constant before, between and after these three jumps. This behavior can be explained by a
change in the oset of the sensor signal due to hardware errors in the AFM system. These jumps
occur regularly in experiments. The oset is observed to occur at discrete values which are the
same in multiple measurements while the osets occur at random instants in time. When an oset
is present it adds a systematic error to the measured deection force equal to the oset value. This
hardware caused artifact will be referred to as the deection oset artifact.
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6.2.2

Tip-surface interaction of a virgin probe

Tip 004.03 is a virgin tip and is not chemically treated other than cleaned in chloroform.

The

interactions observed are, therefore, only due to the interaction of the Si3 N4 with the polystyrene
surface. All descriptive parameters for this experiment are given in table 6.
Table 6: Descriptive parameters of the force curve experiment of a virgin probe
Property

Value

Probe number

004.03

Probe type

DNP-10

Cantilever

'D' | V-shaped

Calibrated spring constant

0.1306 N/m

Force curves

21

Ramp speed

50 nm/s

Loading rate

6.53 nN/s

1.50 ± 0.43

Trigger force
Ramp size

200 nm

Surface pause

1 s

nN

Figure 27a gives an overlay of all obtained force curves and shows two distinct regions of data
points. The rst region is situated around a tip-sample separation of 0 nm and corresponds to the
part of the retraction curve where the tip is in contact with the surface. Not all force curves align
perfectly with the 0 nm separation line due to small variations in the deection sensitivity. The
second region is at a deection force of about 0 nN and corresponds to a free cantilever. The jump
between the rst and second region is instantaneous and corresponds to the tip snapping loose
from the surface.
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(a) Overlay of all 25 force curves measured with probe (b) Histogram with the distributions of the maximum
004.03. The unltered data is used. The data points are binding forces and the trigger forces of each force curve
not connected to prevent the lines from obscuring the obtained with probe 004.03 on PS.
structure.
Figure 27

The histogram with maximum binding force and the trigger force is given in gure 27b. The
maximum binding forces found are between 12 nN and 16 nN. Note that although the deection
force is negative in sign, the binding force is reported as the absolute value. This convention will be
maintained throughout the whole report. The adhesion force is higher than a single covalent C-C
bond, which

≈4

[16]

nN at a loading rate of 10 nN/s.

As no covalent bonds are formed between the

tip and the surface, the whole interaction is attributed to the net eect of interactions including
the van der Waals interaction, electrostatic double layer interaction and hydrophobic interactions.
Van der Waals interactions and the electrostatic interaction are combined in DLVO theory which
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is commonly applied in colloid science to describe particle interaction in ionic solutions,

[17]

but is

[18]

also extendable to more complex geometries e.g. particle interactions with rough surfaces
[19]

geometries with at surfaces

and

.

Since the isoelectric point of silicon nitride

[20]

at pH

6.8 ± 0.3

is near pH 7.4 of the PBS buer

electrostatic interactions are assumed to be negligible. Hydrophobic interactions could play a part
in the ensemble of interactions. Due to hydrophobic interaction two hydrophobic structures tend
to stick together in a watery environment. The spincast PS surfaces are hydrophobic with a static
contact angle of
or

40

◦

92◦ [13] ,

the Si3 N4 surfaces have a static contact angle of approximately

varying depending on the production process of the silicon nitride [19, 21].

32 ± 12◦

Only weak

hydrophobic interactions could occur as the silicon nitride is not strongly hydrophobic. The van
der Waals force can be estimated with Hamakers theory to be 27 nN for a silicon nitride sphere
(R

= 20

nm) interacting with a at PS surface (Hamakers constant of

of 0.1 nm.
pN (T

8 · 10−20

J)

[15]

at a distance

Thermal bond breaking eects are neglected as the thermal force scale

= 293

K and

xβ = 0.1

fβ

is

∼ 40

nm) is negligible against the estimated van der Waals force. This

estimate shows that the van der Waals forces are of the same order of magnitude as the adhesion
force and are, therefore, the dominant adhesion force.

6.2.3

Tip-surface interaction of an activated probe

Next, we investigate a control probe to investigate the eect of probe activation on the interaction
between the tip and the surface.

To this purpose the full chemical activation of the tip is per-

formed but the functionalization with myoglobin proteins is omitted. No specic termination of
the unreacted gluteraldehyde is performed. The descriptive parameters of these experiments are
given in table 7.
Table 7: Descriptive parameters of the force curve experiment of an activated probe
Property

Value

Probe number

004.01

Probe type

DNP-10

Cantilever

'D' | V-shaped

Calibrated spring constant

0.1255 N/m

Number of force curves

147

Ramp speed

50 nm/s

Loading rate

6.28 nN/s

2.65 ± 0.43

Trigger force
Ramp size

200 nm

Surface pause

1 s

nN

Figure 28a shows a plot of all superimposed force curves. Two distinct types of behavior are
observed: one group of force curves seems to slowly dislodge from the surface before snapping free
between -4 and -6 nN deection force. The other group remains at the surface until it snaps free
at higher forces.

The relaxation to the

f = 0

baseline occurs in a stepwise manner due to the

deection oset artifacts discussed in section 6.2.1. Some of the artifacts occur near the end of the
retraction curves and would disturb the standard baseline t. Instead of correcting according to
the baseline t the curves are placed with their baseline at 0 nN by giving the data points an oset
equal to the average

f

value at large tip-sample separation. Visual inspection of the individual

curves learns that all jumps are related to the deection oset artifacts as shown in gure 26b and
are not due to molecular interactions between tip and surface.
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with probe 004.01.
Figure 28

The histograms that show the distributions of the maximum binding force and the trigger force
are given in gure 28b. The two distinct behaviors observed in the overlay graph are also observed
here as two populations in the maximum binding force. Both distributions can be tted assuming a

5.9 ± 1.7 nN encompassing 108 ± 5
11.0±0.8 nN encompassing 41±3 counts. Both
2
2
R = 0.94 and R = 0.93 respectively10 . It is important

Gaussian distribution. The rst distribution has an adhesion of
counts. The second distribution has an adhesion of
ts have an adjusted R-square values of

to note that the deection oset artifacts disturb the absolute force measurements. Therefore, an
additional random machine related error of 0.5 nN needs to be taken into account for this set of
measurements.
The spread in the adhesion forces is probably due to the roughness of the surface in combination
with the tip location. Over the course of the experiment the whole distribution of interactions of the
tip with the surface is sampled as the tip drifts over the surface. The two dierent populations in
the maximum binding force might be explained by surface contaminants which alter the materials
involved in the tip-surface interaction or surface specic features. Another viable explanation in
this particular experiment is that the probe is not suciently clamped in the probe holder and can
move slightly, changing the deection sensitivity as discussed in section 6.2.1. This explanation is
supported by the observation that the surface contact sections in gure 28a are not vertical and
it explains the change in absolute adhesion.

This implies that both populations only dier due

to the probe instability. Analysing the maximum binding force over time reveals that the system
jumps back and forth between the two populations several times, ruling out the possibility that
the tip damaged during the experiment. The switching between the two populations is consistent
with both the contamination and the not properly clamped probe explanations. Assuming that
the lower adhesion force population is caused by either surface contamination or the unstable
probe we conclude that the tip-surface interaction force (11.0

± 0.8

nN) is similar to the virgin

tip (between 12 and 16 nN) where the small dierence can be justied by tip geometry variations
between probes.

6.2.4

Tip-surface interaction of two terminated probes on PS

Next we investigate two terminated probes.

The termination of these two probes is in contrast

with the activated probe discussed in the previous section.
Initial analysis of the force curves of the rst probe (011.07) show that the surface contact part
of the force curves deviate from the

z=0

nm line. This is explained by an error in the deection

sensitivity. Inspection shows that the rst 20 retraction curves are properly calibrated, but that
the deection sensitivity changes and varies for all subsequent curves. Insucient probe clamping

10 A

perfect t would receive an adjusted R-square value of R2 = 1
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can explain this. To compensate for the error in the deection sensitivity a correction factor of

Fcorr = 1.4

is applied to the measured deection as described in section 6.2.1.

The descriptive

parameters of the experiment are given in table 8.
Table 8: Descriptive parameters of the force curve experiment of the two terminated probes on
bare PS.
Property

Value

Value

Probe number

011.07

012.04

Probe type

MLCT

MLCT

Cantilever
Spring constant

'C' | V-shaped

0.0371 ± 0.0009

Fcorr

N/m

'B' | Rectangular shaped

0.0349 ± 0.0002

1.4

Number of force curves

704

1060

Ramp speed

100 nm/s

100 nm/s

Loading rate

3.71 nN/s

3.49 nN/s

Trigger force

450 ± 80

N/m

1

pN

300 ± 50

pN

Ramp size

250 nm

250 nm

Surface pause

1 s

1 s

The overlay of the retraction curves for probe 011.07 is shown in gure 29a. All curves show
simple surface adhesion: no events are observed in the force curve that indicate the presence of a
structures molecule between the tip and the surface.
The histogram with the maximum binding force and the trigger forces are given in gure 30a.
The distribution of the maximum binding force is tted with a Gaussian distribution with an

1.67 ± 0.54 nN encompassing 706 ± 16 counts. The t has an adjusted R-square
R = 0.97. The adhesion force is nearly an order of magnitude lower for this probe than

adhesion force of
value of

2

the virgin probe (section 6.2.2) and the activated probe (section 6.2.3).
It is unlikely that the chemical activation and termination of probe 011.07 changed the inter-

2

action by almost an order of magnitude as on average only one activated site per 500 nm

tip

surface is created as explained in section 5.3. Probe 011.07 is a MLCT probe, in contrast to the
earlier discussed virgin probe and activated probes, which are DNP-10 probes.

The two probe

types both have a nominal tip radius of 20 nm, but it is not unlikely that there is still a large
dierence between them as the specied maximum tip radius is 60 nm. As the surface area scales
quadratically with the radius a change of tip radius from 20 to 60 nm might account for nearly an
order of magnitude increase in surface area.

(a) Probe 011.07. Two discrete oset levels below the (b) Probe 012.04. The deection oset artifact is obbaseline are observed; one at -150 pN and one at -270 pN. served at -100pN and possibly around -170pN.
These osets are due to hardware artifacts as discussed
in section 6.2.1.
Figure 29: Overlay of every 10th force curve measured. The unltered data is plotted.
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The overlay of the retraction curves for the second probe (012.04) is shown in gure 29b.
Of all curves, 142 (13.4%) display events classied as intermediate. Refer to section 5.4 for the
classication criteria. Further inspection learns that many of the 142 curves display intermediate
events jumping to a baseline oset and are therefore erroneously classied as 'intermediate' instead
of 'nal'. This is a simple consequence of the fact that the classication criterion in the data analysis
software does not account for the deection oset artifact. Visual inspection yields only 18 (1.7%
of all) retraction curves with possible molecular interaction events.
The histogram of the maximum adhesion forces is shown in gure 30b.
retraction curves have a maximum binding force

fa,max < 50

239 (22.5% of all)

pN in magnitude and fall below

the noise limit. These retraction curves therefore show no adhesion between the surface and the
tip. The distribution of the retraction curves with a maximum binding force

fa,max > 150 pN in
330 ± 350 pN. The

magnitude can be tted with a Gaussian function and has an adhesion force of

2

R = 0.98. If the distribution would not be truncated at the
950 ± 74 counts, nearly all 1060 force curves, providing evidence

t has an adjusted R-square value of
noise level it would account for

that all force curves are due to the same interaction.
The interaction force of probe 012.04 is lower than the interaction force of probe 011.07. Variations between tip geometries per probes can account for this dierence. The spread in the distribution is so large that a fraction of force curves would theoretically have a negative (repelling)
adhesion force. These repelling forces are not observed in the retraction curves. As the expected
repelling interaction force is small in strength and acts in the same direction as the surface deection, they would not be observed in the force curves. Instead, it is likely that no adhesion is
observed for the force curves that would have a repelling adhesion force as the

f =0

baseline is

found as the adhesion force.
This distribution in the adhesion force can not be explained solely by an attractive force which
varies in strength due to surface roughness and thermal drift of the tip location as it would always
remain attractive.

Electrostatic double layer interactions are the most viable repelling force in

this system. Earlier, the electrostatic interaction was assumed to be negligible due to an almost
zero surface charge of silicon nitride at pH 7.4. However, it is not unlikely that this interaction is
repelling in nature and becomes dominant compared to the now smaller van der Waals force.
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Figure 30: Histogram of the distributions of the maximum binding force and trigger force of every
curve.

6.2.5

Tip-surface interaction of two terminated probes on oxidized PS

Force curves of the interaction between two terminated probes and an oxidized PS surface are
measured. Oxidation of the surface is performed as described in section 5.2. The probes are chemically activated and then terminated with ethanolamine according to section 5.3. The descriptive
parameters of the experiments are given in table 9.
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Table 9: Descriptive parameters of the force curve experiment of two terminated probes on oxidized
PS.
Property

Value

Value

Probe number

011.07

012.04

Probe type

MLCT

MLCT

Cantilever

'C' | V-shaped

'B' | Rectangular shaped

Calibrated spring constant

0.0371 ± 0.0009 N/m

0.0349 ± 0.0002 N/m

Number of force curves

1012

1285

Ramp speed

100 nm/s

100 nm/s

Loading rate

3.71 nN/s

Ramp size

250 nm

3.49 nN/s

330 ± 50

pN

Figure 31a and gure 32a respectively show the overlay of the retraction curves and the histogram of the maximum binding force and trigger force of probe 011.07. The maximum binding
force is less than 85 pN for 959 (94.8% of all) force curves. The noise in these measurements has
an amplitude of 85 pN. Consequently, no signicant adhesion between the tip and the oxidized PS
surface is observed. The few force curves that do display adhesion might be related to contamination eects in which the tip adheres to the contamination present on the oxidized polystyrene.
The UV/ozone oxidation of the PS surfaces changes the interaction of the tip with the PS from the
adhesive regime to the no adhesion/repelling regime as is also observed by Lubarsky
UV/ozone oxidation times of 120 s.

Lubarsky

et al.

et al.[15] for

attribute this not only to a change in the

Hamaker constant due to the PS oxidation, but also to the extensive damage to the PS surface
caused by the oxidation process which damages the PS structure creating 'unstable dangling polymer chains'. Only 11 (1.1% of all) force curves have interaction events that might be related to
protein-like interactions between the tip and the surface and are most likely due to contamination
eects.

(a) Probe 011.07

(b) Probe 012.04.

Figure 31: Overlay of every 10th good force curve measured with probe 011.07 on oxidized PS.
The unltered data is used.

Force curves of the interaction between probe 012.04 and an oxidized PS surface are also
measured. In an eort to minimize the contamination eects observed for probe 011.07, the AFM
system was thoroughly cleaned before this experiment.
Figure 31b and 32b show the overlay of the retraction curves and the histogram of the maximum
binding force and the trigger force. 1194 (92.9% of all) force curves have an maximum binding force
less than 50 pN; the noise limit. 1251 (97.4% of all) force curves have an maximum binding force
less than 100 pN. Further analysis shows that 4 (0.3% of all) force curves show possible interaction
events that can be related to protein interaction between the tip. This is more than a factor 3 less
than the fraction of force curves with possible interaction eects in the experiment of tip 011.07
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on oxidized PS in the beginning of this section. The interaction of tip 012.04 on oxidized PS is
completely analogous to probe 011.04. Cleaning the AFM system thoroughly before experiments
is therefore crucial for obtaining the cleanest results.
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Figure 32

6.2.6

Overall observations and discussion

Table 10 gives an overview of the characteristic binding forces for all control experiments. In gure
33 a characteristic force curve from every probe is plotted on the same axis to create a comparison
chart. There is a generally non-zero binding force between a both activated and terminated tip
and a PS surface. The binding force between an activated and terminated tip and an oxidized PS
surface is below the noise limit.
The dierence in interaction forces between bare and oxidized PS are due to the dierent
interactions between the tip and the either bare PS or oxidized PS surface as discussed in the
earlier sections. There is a very limited number of retraction curves in which possible molecular
interaction events are observed. These events occur very rarely and are attributed to contamination
eects.
Table 10: Overview of the characteristic binding forces of all control experiments. Note that the
notation CV±SD here corresponds to the central value and the standard deviation of the normal
distribution of the characteristic binding force.
Probe number

Tip

Surface

004.03

Virgin

PS

004.01

Activated

PS

011.07

Activated and terminated

PS

012.04

Activated and terminated

PS

011.07

Activated and terminated

oxPS

94.8%: no binding

012.04

Activated and terminated

oxPS

92.9%: no binding
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Characteristic binding force

12 − 16 nN
5.9 ± 1.7 nN and 11.0 ± 0.8
1.67 ± 0.54 nN
330 ± 350 pN

nN

004.03 Virgin tip, PS
004.01 Activated tip, PS
011.07 Activated and terminated tip, PS
012.04 Activated and terminated tip, PS
011.07 Activated and terminated tip, oxPS
012.04 Activated and terminated tip, oxPS
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Figure 33: A comparison of a characteristic retraction curve from every probe. The unltered data
is plotted.
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6.3

Interaction of functionalized probes with PS surfaces

In this section our attention will turn to the interaction between myoglobin functionalized probes
and untreated PS surfaces. The interaction with oxidized surfaces is discussed in section 6.4. Both
the probe and the surface are prepared as described in section 5.

The probes that were found

to be successfully functionalized will be discussed individually. Special attention will be given to
the intermediate events observed in the retraction curves as they are determined by the molecular
system between the tip and the surface at the initiation and the end of the event, thus, they are
protein specic. Initial and nal events are inuenced by surface interaction and the free cantilever
state respectively. The intermediate events are identied and analyzed as described in section 5.4
and are discussed in terms of number of events, initiating force, initial separation and the change
in tip-sample separation during an event (event distance).

6.3.1

Data representation

The characteristics of the intermediate events will be consistently presented in the same way: a
gure with two scatter plots, three histograms and a color-bar. Figure 34 with the results of probe
007.03 will serve to illustrate our discussion of gure 35 on page 60. Simply put, gure 37 shows
two - 2D projections of a 3D scatter plot with on the axes the initial separation (zi ), the initiating
force (fi ) and the event distance

∆z

as shown in gure 34.

Every data point corresponds to a

single intermediate event.
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Figure 34: Three dimensional scatter-plot of the intermediate events measured with probe 007.03
on PS and two projections of the same data. On the axes the initial separation (nm), the initiating
force (pN) and the event distance (nm) of every event is shown. The 3D data points are shown with
lled circles while the 2D projections are shown with open circles. The projections are made onto
the two planes spanned by the separation-force axes and the separation-distance axes. Additionally,
the data points are colored based on a color map spanning the complete range of event distances
found.

The lower scatter plot in gure 37 has the initial separation
force

fi

zi

on the x-axis and the initiating

on the y-axis. Both scatter plots displays the same intermediate events. The x-axis of the

higher scatter plot also displays the initial separation
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zi .

The y-axis displays the event distance

∆z .

The color of the data points in both scatter plots is determined by the distance parameter and the
same color coding is used throughout the gure for clarity. In addition, the three histograms show
the normalized (w.r.t. maximum count) distribution of intermediate events along the corresponding
axes.
The analysis of force curves in this manner is unique in literature to the best of our knowledge.
The advantage is that instead of focussing only on the details of one or a few force curves, also
the bigger picture oth all interactions is observed.

This is essential as the protein system can

interact in many ways with the surface due to the large degree of freedom the protein has in the
protein-surface interaction. Solely zooming in on the details of a handful of curves would obscure
the structural eects of the protein.
The purpose of gure 37 is to present how the intermediate events are mapped in the separation,
force and distance domain. In the most simple case it will show distinct groups of events related
by similar separation, force and distance values. This would be expected if the protein structurally
follows a similar unfolding and detachment pathway for dierent curves. As a result, every internal
barrier is strained at a characteristic separation

zi ,

breaks at a characteristic force

in a determined increase in length of the protein system, the distance

∆z .

fi

and results

Thermal eects cause

variations in the characteristic values as the bond breaking process is thermally driven as described
in section 4.2i.e. the initiating force

fi

will have a distribution around

f ∗.

These groups of events

are directly related to the structure of the myoglobin protein.
Some additional factors intrinsic to this system are:

dierent initial protein conformations,

multiple unfolding and detachment pathways and a slowly drifting surface.

A dierent initial

protein conformation can be the result of refolding along dierent pathways, partial refolding of the
protein or a dierent conformation in which the protein adheres to the surface. Multiple unfolding
and detachment pathways arise when two or more energy barriers are mechanically loaded at the
same time which break at similar forces. The bond that breaks rst changes the mechanical system,
stabilizing and destabilizing other barriers resulting in a change in the unfolding and detachment
cascade. Thermal drifts of the tip across the surface result in a changing local surface topology to
which the protein can unfold.
A scatter plot containing the projection of the intermediate events on the force-distance plane
is omitted from the gure. All information on the location of the events is already contained in the
other two scatter plots. The change in cantilever deection force during an event is not analyzed
as this value is closely related to the event distance by the spring constant. The spring constant
sets an upper limit on the ratio between distance and change in deection force while the detection
threshold sets the lower limit. Furthermore, the unfolding or deattachment events occur quick once
initiated as the force to mass ratio is very high. Hence, the change in cantilever deection force
does not contain protein relevant information.
A few regions in the scatter plot can be dened where no data points can be found due to
limitations of the analysis method and other eects. Events initiating at a tip-surface separation

zi < 2.5

nm are classied as initial events as dened in section 5.4 and therefore never show up

in the overview of the intermediate events. The event detection method is not sensitive for small
events, as they are dicult to distinguish from the noise in the signal. This results in a lower limit
on the detectable initiating force

fi

of about 100 pN and a lower limit on the event distance

∆z

at about 2 nm.

6.3.2 Functionalized probe 007.03 on PS
Probe 007.03 is chemically activated and functionalized with myoglobin proteins as described in
section 5.3. The descriptive parameters of the experiment are given in table 11. Refer to sections
5.1 and 5.4 for a denition of the experimental properties.
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Table 11: Descriptive parameters of the force curve experiment of probe 007.03 on PS.
Property

Value

Probe number

007.03

Probe type

MLCT-UC

Cantilever

'C' | V-shaped

0.0185 ± 0.0002

Calibrated spring constant
Number of force curves

1090

Ramp speed

100 nm/s

Loading rate

N/m

1.85 nN/s

220 ± 30

Trigger force

pN

Ramp size

200 nm

Surface pause

1 s

Canalysis
Cdetection

4

Event detection threshold

25 pN

Data points

512

Fcorr

0.7

6

An overlay of retraction curves and a histogram of the distributions in the maximum binding
force and the trigger force are shown in gure 36.

The maximum binding forces are in a force

region lower than what is observed for the control probes interacting with PS. 96.4% of all force
curves have a binding force of at least 50 pN (noise limit). Only 3.6% of all force curves display no
surface adhesion. Furthermore, the vast majority of force curves have a maximum adhesion force
within the force range relevant to protein interactions as established in section 3. This implies that
the interaction between tip and surface is low and dominated by the protein at the very point of
the tip.
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(a) Overlay plot of every 10th retraction curve.

(b) Histogram of the distributions in the maximum
binding force and the trigger force.
Figure 36

Figure 37 shows the result of the analysis of the intermediate events. A total of 244 intermediate
events are found in 196 (18.0% of all) retraction curves. This is signicantly more than what is
observed for the control probes, directly conrming the myoglobin activity of this tip.
all intermediate events initiate within the 61 nm length limit that the protein imposes.

Nearly
Most

initiating forces are below 250 pN, which is a very reasonable force for an unfolding protein as
established in section 3. Events that initiate at a force larger than 300 pN only occur at a tipsurface separation smaller than 12.5 nm.

Furthermore, the maximum force initiating an event

decreases with increasing tip-surface separation.

fi,max ≈ 450

pN at

z = 40

At

z = 0 nm the maximum initiating force
fi,max ≈ 150 pN. Both observations are

nm this has decreased to
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explained by the increased tip-surface interaction for small separation distances and the observation
that the protein in its mostly folded state is more mechanically stable. As the protein structure
is progressively unfolded and detached, an increasingly smaller part of the protein adheres to the
surface decreasing the total adhesion force. The loss of protein structure results in a gradual loss of
mechanical strength of the whole protein system decreasing the maximum force withstood by the
whole system. A ne structure is observed in the intermediate events with initiating forces below
200 pN that might be related to the structure of the protein. Further analysis of these events will
be shown in section 6.3.7.
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Figure 37: Plot of the characteristics of all intermediate events observed in the retraction curves
measured with probe 007.03 on PS. Both scatter plots contain the same datapoints. The colors
in the plot and the colorbar correspond to the event distance. The distribution of the data points
along the axes is shown in the histograms.

6.3.3

Functionalized probe 009.05 on PS

The experiment with functionalized probe 009.05 is performed. To prevent heat from building up,
the acoustical hood was left open. A small draft from a fan caused some low frequency uctuations
in the measured deection force. Some retraction curves are strongly disturbed while others remain
nearly unchanged. To lter out the bad curves they are tested against an additional criterion. All
data points that are used in the baseline t should fall within 100 pN of the baseline t. Curves
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with large uctuations are thereby omitted. This ensures a proper determination of the baseline
and surface location. 304 of the 677 (45.3% of all) force curves pass the lter criterion. Only the
retraction curves that pass the criterion are analyzed and discussed in this section. The descriptive
parameters of the experiment are given in table 12.
Table 12: Descriptive parameters of the force curve experiment of probe 007.03 on PS.
Property

Value

Probe number

009.05

Probe type

MLCT

Cantilever

'C' | V-shaped

Calibrated spring constant

0.0313 ± 0.0001

Number of force curves

304

Ramp speed

100 nm/s

Loading rate

N/m

3.13 nN/s

280 ± 210

Trigger force
Ramp size

250 nm

Surface pause

1 s

Canalysis
Cdetection

4

Event detection threshold

25 pN

Data points

1024

Fcorr

1

pN

6

An overlay of retraction curves and a histogram of the distributions in the maximum binding
force and the trigger force are shown in gure 38. 99% of the retraction curves have a maximum
adhesion larger than 100 pN. The maximum adhesion force is larger than what is expected for a
pure protein system, so there is signicant tip-surface interaction.
Eects of the uctuations on the retraction curve are well visible in the baseline in gure 38a.
The apparent nodes and anti-nodes in the baseline are artifacts introduced by the baseline t.
The eect of the baseline perturbation is visible in the large standard deviation of 210 pN in the
trigger forces compared to 30 or 40 pN standard deviation of most other probes. The uctuations
seem to be absent during surface contact. As the uctuations have a low-frequency they decrease
the accuracy of the obtained values for the initial separation and initiating force as these are
determined by the absolute value in force and separation. The value for the event distance is a
dierential separation measurement of a quick event and hence remains unperturbed.
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Figure 38
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Figure 39 shows the results of the intermediate event analysis. In 146 (48.0% of all) retraction
curves a total of 254 intermediate events is detected. This proves that the probe is functionalized
with the myoglobin protein.

All intermediate events initiate at a separation well below the 61

nm length limit of the myoglobin protein.

The intermediate event initiating forces are high for

this probe with 70 (27.6% of all) intermediate events initiating at a force larger than 500 pN.
This is in agreement with the previous observation that there is a large amount of tip-surface
interaction.

Most likely the protein is located on the side of the tip, allowing for both strong

tip-surface interactions and protein interactions. As is observed for probe 007.03 in the previous
section, the initiating forces decrease with an increasing tip-surface separation. Again, this can be
explained by decreasing tip-surface interaction and a loss of the protein structure with increasing
tip-surface separation.
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Figure 39: Plot of the characteristics of all intermediate events observed in the retraction curves
measured with probe 009.05 on PS. Both scatter plots contain the same datapoints. The colors
in the plot and the colorbar correspond to the event distance. The distribution of the data points
along the axes is shown in the histograms.

6.3.4

Functionalized probe 012.03 on PS

The experiment with functionalized probe 012.03 on PS is performed. The descriptive parameters
of the experiment are given in table 13.
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Table 13: Descriptive parameters of the force curve experiment of probe 012.03 on PS.
Property

Value

Probe number

009.05

Probe type

MLCT

Cantilever

'B' | Rectangular-shaped

Calibrated spring constant

0.0349 ± 0.0007

Number of force curves

964

Ramp speed

100 nm/s

Loading rate

N/m

3.49 nN/s

300 ± 130

Trigger force
Ramp size

250 nm

Surface pause

1 s

Canalysis
Cdetection

10

Event detection threshold

25 pN

Data points

8192

Fcorr

1

pN

15

The overlay plot of the force curves and the histogram of the maximum adhesion forces are
shown in gure 40. The maximum adhesion force shows two populations. 194 (20.1% of all) retraction curves have a maximum negative deection below the noise limit (75 pN). The distribution
is tted for deection forces
adhesion force of

790 ± 340

f < −300

pN with a Gaussian distribution and is found to have an

pN. The t is good with

2

R = 0.91.

Probe 012.03 has large binding

forces between the tip and the surface. The population of force curves with no adhesion might be
due to contamination. The contamination might be present between the tip and the surface and
lack adhesive interaction with the tip, the surface or both.
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(a) Overlay plot of every 50th retraction curve.
The deection oset artifact is observed at -210
and -270 pN.

(b) Histogram of the distributions in the maximum binding force and the trigger force.
Figure 40

A total of 241 intermediate events are found in 175 (18.2% of all) retraction curves conrming
the functionalization of the probe.

Three distinct groups are observed in the overview of the

intermediate events in gure 41. The rst group initiates within the rst 25 nm of the surface and
has an event distance

∆z > 15 nm.
f = −210

to the baseline oset at

This group of events is most likely due to nal event jumping
pN being classied as intermediate events. These events are

actually nal events with nal forces

ff ≈ 0

pN that are erroneously classied as intermediate

events as the analysis method does not account for the deection oset artifact that changes the
nal force to

f = −210

pN. Figure 42 conrms that these events indeed jump to a force close

to the baseline osets at -210 and -270 pN. The second group of events initiate at forces below
500 pN and with more than 20 nm separation from the surface.
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These events are most likely

protein dominated. The high force regime could indicate that this interaction originates from a
two protein system.

Multiple protein interaction could occur with the proteins in parallel.

All

intermediate events take place within 61 nm from the surface which is in agreement with a parallel
interaction of a two protein system. The third regime of events takes place within 20 nm of the
surface with initiating forces above 400 pN. This is to generally observed and attributed to the
increased tip-surface interaction at small separations and the mechanically more stable protein as
explained in the previous two sections.
Furthermore, the absence of intermediate events in the rst 20 nm from the surface and below
400 pN is peculiar. Visual inspection of the force curves shows that the tip slowly dislodges from the
surface in the rst 20 nm as illustrated with an example retraction curve in gure 43. Dislodging
happens in a rather continuous manner. Small events can be distinguished, but they are not strong
enough to be detected by the analysis method.

The more continuous unfolding behavior might

also be explained by a two or more protein system.

In a multiple protein interaction multiple

energy barriers are loaded in parallel. If one energy barrier is crossed the parallel barrier does not
necessarily also give way. This allows the rst protein system to get stabilized at a minor energy
barrier which would have been broken immediately in a single protein system. The result is that
instead of several large events there are many small events, causing a more continuous behavior of
the system.
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Figure 41: Plot of the characteristics of all intermediate events observed in the retraction curves
measured with probe 012.03 on PS. Both scatter plots contain the same datapoints. The colors
in the plot and the colorbar correspond to the event distance. The distribution of the data points
along the axes is shown in the histograms.
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Figure 42: Plot of all intermediate events with on the x-axis the initial separation (nm) and on
the y-axis the nal force: the force at the end of an unfolding event (pN). The colors indicate the

Cantilever deflection force (pN)

event distance with the same color scale as in gure 41.
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Figure 43: Single retraction curve measured with probe 012.03 on PS. The x-axis displays the
tip-sample separation (nm) while the y-axis displays the deection force.

The blue line shows

the unltered data, while the red line shows the wavelet ltered data. The green and red crosses
indicate the location where the start and end of an event is detected respectively. In this particular
retraction curve the deection oset artifact is observed at 210 pN.

6.3.5

Functionalized probe 013.06 on PS

The experiment with functionalized probe 013.06 is performed. The descriptive parameters of the
experiment are given in table 14.
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Table 14: Descriptive parameters of the force curve experiment of probe 013.06 on PS.
Property

Value

Probe number

013.06

Probe type

MLCT

Cantilever

'B' | Rectangular-shaped

Calibrated spring constant

0.0336 ± 0.0003

Number of force curves

964

Ramp speed

100 nm/s

Loading rate

N/m

3.36 nN/s

270 ± 40

Trigger force

pN

Ramp size

250 nm

Surface pause

1 s

Canalysis
Cdetection

10

Event detection threshold

25pN

Data points

4096

Fcorr

1

15

Figure 44 contains the overlay plot and the histogram of the maximum adhesion force and the
trigger force. With 81.2% the majority of retraction curves has a maximum adhesion below 300
pN, which indicates that the tip-surface interaction in limited. Only 8.9% of the retraction curves
have no adhesion. The histogram has a long tail of retraction curves in the higher adhesion force
regime.
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(a) Overlay plot of every 10th retraction curve. The
deection oset artifact is observed at -110 pN.

(b) Histogram of the distributions in the maximum
binding force and the trigger force.

Figure 44

A total of 297 intermediate events are found in 167 (17.3% of all) retraction curves conrming
the functionalization of the tip. Figure 45 shows the overview of the characteristics of the intermediate events. The most likely force to initiate an intermediate event is 240 pN with an event
distance of 3 nm. 99.7% of all intermediate events have an initial separation below the myoglobin
length limit of 61 nm. These characteristics are most likely due to interactions of myoglobin with
the PS surface.
Some intermediate events occur at tip-surface separations above 25 nm and with forces above
500 pN, corresponding to the high adhesion force tail in the histogram. This is very likely not due
to a single or multiple protein interaction. The chance of the tip being functionalized with several
proteins in such a way that they can interact simultaneously up to a large tip-surface separation
is small. Additionally, these events do not follow the relationship limiting the initiating force with
increasing tip-surface separation that is found for all the previous functionalized tips. These events
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are therefore most likely caused by contamination of the system.
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Figure 45: Plot of the characteristics of all intermediate events observed in the retraction curves
measured with probe 013.06 on PS. Both scatter plots contain the same datapoints. The colors
in the plot and the colorbar correspond to the event distance. The distribution of the data points
along the axes is shown in the histograms.

6.3.6

Functionalized probe 014.01 on PS

The experiment with functionalized probe 014.01 is performed. A small amount of measurement
instability is observed in the force curves. The reason for the instability is not specically noted
for this experiment. The same ltering criterion is applied as for probe 009.05 in section 6.3.3 on
page 46 to nd the good curves. 1125 (60.0% of all) retraction curves pass the criterion, only these
retraction curves are analyzed. The descriptive parameters of this experiment are given in table
15.
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Table 15: Descriptive parameters of the force curve experiment of probe 014.01 on PS.
Property

Value

Probe number

014.01

Probe type

MLCT

Cantilever

'B' | Rectangular-shaped

Calibrated spring constant

0.0322 ± 0.0004

Number of force curves

1125

Ramp speed

100 nm/s

Loading rate

N/m

3.22 nN/s

260 ± 30

Trigger force

pN

Ramp size

250 nm

Surface pause

1 s

Canalysis
Cdetection

10

Event detection threshold

25 pN

Data points

4096

Fcorr

0.8

15

Figure 46 contains the overlay plot and the histogram of the maximum adhesion force and the
trigger force. The most observed maximum binding forces is estimated to be 200 pN. 61.1% of all
retraction curves has a maximum binding force below 300 pN. This indicates that the amount of
tip-surface interaction is rather limited.
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(a) Overlay plot of every 10th retraction curve. The
baseline oset artifact is observed at 105 pN. The instability in some retraction curves can be seen there
where they deviate from the regular baseline.

(b) Histogram of the distributions in the maximum
binding force and the trigger force.

Figure 46

A total of 423 intermediate events is found in 260 (23.1%) retraction curves conrming the
functionalization of the tip.

The characteristics are presented in gure 47.

Intermediate events

initiating at a force above 400 pN occur mainly with a tip-surface separation less than 20 nm.
Also the maximum observed initiating force decreases with an increasing tip-surface separation.
This is in agreement with the observations for probes 007.03, 009.05 and 012.03 and the same
explanation can be oered: the tip-sample interaction decreases with an increased separation and
the mechanical stability of the myoglobin molecule decreases with increasing separation.
All intermediate events initiate at forces below 400 pN for separations larger than 20 nm. The
most likely force to initiate an intermediate event is estimated to be 160 pN. The most observed
event distance is 3 nm. Both values are very realistic for a protein system as discussed in section 3
on page 3. A structure seems to be present in the events distribution below 400 pN and 50 nm. This
structure will be discussed in section 6.3.7. The four intermediate events initiating with a separation
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between 30 and 50 nm and initializing force above 500pN are most likely due to contamination.
Eight intermediate events initiate at a tip-surface separation above the length limit of myoglobin
at 61 nm and are regarded to be caused by contamination. Because the functionalization strategy
does not bind two myoglobin proteins in series the protein interacting between the tip and the
surface cannot extend to lengths above 61 nm.
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Figure 47: Plot of the characteristics of all intermediate events observed in the retraction curves
measured with probe 014.01 on PS. Both scatter plots contain the same datapoints. The colors
in the plot and the colorbar correspond to the event distance. The distribution of the data points
along the axes is shown in the histograms.

6.3.7

Fine structure in intermediate events on protein relevant force and spatial
scales

In the previous sections two probes were identied with possible ne structuring in the location of
intermediate events in the separation, force and distance domains. This section will analyze these
structures in more detail and will only focus on the protein relevant force and spatial domains,
which run from zero to 400 pN and 60 nm respectively.

As a rst step regions of interest are

dened around the observed clusters of events in the initial separation (zi ), initiating force (fi )
and event distance (∆z ) domain. The characteristic

zi , fi

and

∆z

values are determined for the

internal barriers along the unfolding pathway in these regions. Next the correlation between these
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regions is investigated and nally the structure of myoglobin is compared to the observed unfolding
behavior.

Region denition and data analysis
Within the force and spatial domains regions are dened based on selection criteria in the initial
separation and initiating force domain. The choice of these regions is initially performed by visual
inspection of the distribution of the events and veried by analyzing the distribution of events
within these regions. The selection criteria per probe per region are given in table 16 and 17. The
distributions of all events and the dened regions (per probe) are illustrated in gure 48 and 49.

Table 16: Probe 007.03: selection domain per region and number of intermediate events contained
in that region.
Selection domain
Region

Initiating force (pN)

Initial separation (nm)

n

0

[−300, 0]
[−160, 0]
[−160, 0]
[−170, 0]
[−235, 0]

[0, 6.7i
h6.7, 8.5]
h8.5, 11]
[13, 17.5]
[20.5, 27]

103
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Figure 48:

Overview of the ne structure in the intermediate events of probe 007.03.

dot represents a single intermediate event.

Every

The dened region domains are shown with colored

rectangles and the corresponding region number is given at the top of the gure.
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Table 17: Probe 014.01: selection domain per region and number of intermediate events contained
in that region.
Selection domain
Region

Initiating force (pN)

Initial separation (nm)

n

0

[−400, −140]
[−160, 0]
[−300, 0]
[−300, 0]
[−240, −140]

[0, 6.8i
h6.3, 10.5]
[11.5, 15]
[17.5, 24]
[25, 30]

71

1
2
3
4

11
19
44
15
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Figure 49:

Overview of the ne structure in the intermediate events of probe 014.01.

dot represents a single intermediate event.

Every

The dened region domains are shown with colored

rectangles and the corresponding region number is given at the top of the gure.

Applying the regions' selection criteria on the intermediate events reveals the distribution of
events within that region.
50 and 51 on page 61.

The distributions within the individual regions are shown in gure

Region 0 in the ne structure of both probe 007.03 and probe 014.01

is very likely still dominated by the tip-surface interaction as the tip-surface separation is small.
Due to the tip-surface interaction the regions 0 of both probes are less relevant in the analysis of
protein structure and behavior. Region 1 of tip 007.03 has two large peaks in the initial separation
distribution.

Region 1 of probe 007.03 is therefore subdivided into (sub)regions 1a and 1b for

further analysis.
initial separation

Analysis of every region yields the most observed and therefore characteristic

zi , intiating force fi

and event distance

∆z

values. There where inspection of the

distribution yields no clear peak value we report the range of values observed. The characteristic
values of all regions are shown in tables 19a and 19b.
These regions are signicant indicators of the internal structure of the protein.
represents at least one internal barrier along the unfolding pathway.

Each region

The intermediate events

investigated here are obtained from many force curves, therefore, these internal barriers can be
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elements of several unfolding pathways. The observation that the intermediate events group within
well-dened regions makes a strong case for the statement that these barriers are commonly probed
and are, therefore, part of (one of ) the main unfolding pathway(s).
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Figure 35: Plot of the characteristics of all intermediate events observed in the retraction curves
measured with probe 007.03 on PS. Both scatter plots contain the same datapoints. The colors
in the plot and the colorbar correspond to the event distance. The distribution of the data points
along the axes is shown in the histograms.
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Figure 50: Distribution of events within the regions dened for probe 007.03
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Figure 51: Distribution of events within the regions dened for probe 014.01
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Table 18: Overview of the ne structure groups in the intermediate events. The characteristic force,
separation and distances are listed. The characteristics are determined from the distibution of the
events of the group along the force, separation and distance coordinate displayed in a histogram.
The center of the bin with the highest number of counts is taken as characteristic, the bin width
is given. For distributions without a clear peak the range of values is listed.

Characteristics (most observed)
Group
0
1a
1b
2
3

fi∗ (pN)
Bin
zi∗ (nm)
−120
5
3
−110
5
7.5
Range h−152, −71i
9.5
−120
5
14
Range h−235, −89i
22
(a) Probe 007.03

Bin
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.5

∆z ∗ (nm) Bin
4.5
0.25
5
0.5
Range h0.9, 8.4i
5
0.5
6
0.5

Characteristics (most observed)

0

fi∗ (pN)
Bin
Range h−400, −130i

1

Range

2

−160
−160
−180

Group

3
4

h−156, −111i
10
10
10

zi∗

(nm)

Bin

∆z ∗

3

0.25

Range

h6.3, 10.1i
13
0.5
20
0.5
28
0.5
(b) Probe 014.01
Range

Bin

h1.8, 11.0i

3.5
3
4
4

0.25
0.5
0.25
0.5

Correlation between internal barriers
That the observed regions and corresponding internal barriers are part of the main unfolding
pathway does not necessarily imply that they all belong to the same pathway.

They might all

belong to their own separate unfolding pathway. This can be assessed by making a selection in
the force curves based on the presence of an intermediate event in region

n.

Analysis of all the

intermediate events in the selected force curves then shows whether or not the unfolding pathway(s)
that have an internal barrier in region

n

includes an internal barriers in one of the other regions

and how often that barrier is visited.
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Figure 52: Distribution of intermediate event in all force curves selected to have an intermediate
event in region 2. The force curves are measured with probe 007.03.

Figure 52 shows the distribution of intermediate events in force curves that have an intermediate
event in region 2. The selected force curves contain 26 intermediate events in region 2 while regions
0, 1a, 1b and 3 contain 2, 0, 1 and 1 intermediate events respectively. The low fraction of overlap
between region 2 and the other regions between force curves implies that the unfolding pathway
does not visit the other internal barriers in the same, single unfolding pathway.
The same analysis is applied to all the regions dened for probe 007.03 and 014.01. The data
is compiled into table 19. Region 0 is included in the analysis but will be not discussed in detail
as it includes large tip-sample interactions. The fraction of force curves that have events in several
regions is low. We introduce some notation for use in this section. The set of force curves with
an intermediate event in region

n

or

m

are

curve has two events in the same region.

Sn

and

Sm

respectively.

We assume that no force

The number of force curves with intermediate events

n and m is then #(Sn ∩ Sm ). Next we dene the normalized correlation factor
Fn_m = #(Sn ∩ Sm )/#Sn , that is the fraction of force curves with an intermediate event in Sn
that also has an intermediate event in Sm . We employ the notation n _ m to indicate that
the correlation factor Fn_m ≥ 0.1. We choose correlations factors Fn_m > 0.1 as indication of
relevant correlation. Note that the notation n _ m does not exclude the crossing of other barriers
nor imply that the intermediate events in region n and m occur sequentially.
For probe 007.03 the correlation in intermediate events is listed in table 19a. We nd 1a _ 1b
and 1a _ 3 with F1a_1b = 0.17 and F1a_3 = 0.25. Region 2 is not correlated to any of the other
in both region

regions. It is likely that regions 1a, 1b and 3 belong to a branch of related unfolding pathways
and that region 2 belongs to a completely separate unfolding pathway. An interesting observation
is that the correlation

F1b_3 = 0.

Perhaps 1b belongs to an unfolding pathway that excludes an

internal barrier in region 3 or the correlation is zero due to a statistical uke due to the low number
of observed force curves in that region.
Similar analysis for probe 014.01 in table 19b shows that there is a mild correlation between

1 _ 3, 2 _ 3 and 3 _ 4. The correlation factors are: F1_3 = 0.18, F2_3 = 0.21 and
F3_4 = 0.14. However, as F1_4 = F2_4 = 0 we conclude that region 1, 2 on one side and region 4
regions

on the other belong to separate unfolding pathways. These correlations imply that for this system
the internal barrier(s) in section 3 play a central role in the unfolding and detachment pathways
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of myoglobin.

#(Sn ∩ Sm ) with Sn
n = m the number of

Table 19: Correlation between regions. Table lists the number of force curves
given by the row header and

Sm

events in that region is listed as

given by the column header. There where

#(Sn ∩ Sn ) = #Sn .

(a) Tip 007.03

#(Sn ∩ Sm )
S1a
S1b
S2
S3

(b) Tip 014.01

S0

S1a

S1b

S2

S3

4

12

4

2

13

2

0

3

1

0

2

0

1

26

7

3

0

1

#(Sn ∩ Sm )
S1
S2
S3
S4

1

25

S0

S1

S2

S3

S4

1

11

4

1

19

1

2

0

4

7

2

44

0

4

1

0

0

6

15

6

An important general observation is that although there is correlation between some regions,
the correlation factors are still low with

Fn_m ≤ 0.4.

This is an important observation that

provides insight into the unfolding pathway.
First recall that the unfolding pathway traces out a line in the conguration space of the
myoglobin system between tip and surface.

The unfolding pathway observed in the force curve

is a projection of the full conguration space onto a quasi-1D conguration space along the tipsample separation and unfolding coordinate

z.

The energy potential along

z , directly related to the

conguration space of myoglobin, is probed in the force curve experiments. Therefore, it is feasible
that some unfolding pathways circumvent certain energy barriers with a detour in the conguration
space while others pathways do cross that barrier. Later the two unfolding pathways merge again
and cross the same energy barrier. Projected onto the unfolding coordinate

z

the second energy

barrier is present in both pathways in contrast to the rst barrier, which is only present in one
pathway.
The fact that the correlation between regions is low indicates that the protein undergoes a
large variation of unfolding pathways. This is in agreement with the large freedom the system has
in terms of interaction with the polystyrene surface.

The fact that structure is observed in the

unfolding behavior shows that there are a few key internal barriers in the unfolding and detachment
process for these tips.

Comparison between protein structure and unfolding behavior
In this section we try to identify the internal barriers observed and analyzed in the previous
section with structural features of the myoglobin molecule. There are three main ingredients to
this process; the observed correlation between regions and the distance between these regions, the
event distance

∆z and information on the structure of myoglobin as extensively discussed in section

3.
During an intermediate event a part of the protein unfolds or dislodges from the surface. The
unfolding distance is equal to the length increase of the protein system between the tip and the
surface as long as enough force is excerted by the cantilever to keep the system under tension. The
rst order approximation we make is to assume that this is indeed the case and that the length
increase corresponds to the length of the myoglobin section that unfolded or detached.
The secondary structure of the

α-helices

can be lost by uncoiling, resulting in an additional

length increase. From literature it is known that
[22]

loading rate between 0.4 and 1.8 nN/s)

α-helix uncoiling occurs at forces ∼ 25 pN (myosin,
Eb ≈ 10 kcal/mol = 6.95 · 10−20

. Calculations based on

xβ = 0.12 nm for α-helices (determined from molecular dynamics simulation[22] ) yields a
∗
−9
characteristic α-helix unfolding force of f = 20 pN for T = 293 K, Ls = 2.5 nN/s and tD = 1·10
J and

s when we apply equation 12. For further analysis we will assume that an alpha-helix pulled out
of the tertiary structure of the protein is uncoiled. Therefore, under this assumption the observed
length increases correspond to the contour lengths of detached or unfolded protein sections.
The characteristic intermediate event distance

∆z

observed for the previously dened regions is

compared to the contour lengths of the myoglobin helices and sections identied in section 3. The
characteristic unfolding distances

∆z

of probes 007.03 and 014.01 fall in the range 4.5-6 nm and
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3-4 nm respectively. It is important to note that these unfolding distances and related change in
cantilever deection brings the system closer to zero cantilever deection force. However due to the
selection criteria for intermediate events it is ensured that the nal force of an event,
Inspection learns that

ff > −150

between the tip and the surface behaves as a worm-like-chain at

ξ = 0.4

ff < −50 pN.

pN. We assume that the unfolded and uncoiled protein system

T = 293 K with persistence length

nm, a common model for unfolded protein sections in literature. Applying equation 19,

ff then assures that the worm like chain is stretched to a length l between
0.76 · Lc < l < 0.87 · Lc of the contour length Lc . For further analysis we assume that the the
unfolded and detached protein part is always stretched to l = 0.8·Lc . Applying this to the observed
∆z values yields the increase in ∆Lc = ∆z/0.8. For probes 007.03 and 014.01 this yields ∆Lc
the range of possible

ranges of 5.6-7.5 nm and 3.8-5 nm respectively. For probes 007.03 these lengths are close to the
unfolded contour length of single medium length

α-helix

domains: between 5.2 and 7.2 nm. For

probe 014.01 this length is close to the contour lengths of protein sections

P3

and

P4 :

2.8 and 4.8

nm. The dierence in behavior can be explained by a dierent orientation and as a consequence
dierent attachment and unfolding behavior.
Earlier in this section correlations between certain energy barriers in the regions were found.
These correlations imply that the two correlated energy barriers can be part of the same unfolding
pathway. Therefore, the distance between these energy barriers is correlated to the contour length
of the protein part that unfolds between these two energy barriers.
During the force curve experiments the energy barriers are crossed at a characteristic initial

∗
fn,i
for region n. Following the same argument
∗
as earlier in this section and observing that fi > 70 pN for all regions it is assured that the
unfolded and detached part is stretched to at least l > 0.8 · Lc . We assume that all structures are
∗
stretched to l = 0.85 · Lc (corresponding to fi = 118 pN) at the characteristic separations. Then
∗
∗
∗
∗
∆Lc = ∆zi /0.85 with ∆zi = fn,i − fm,i . These contour lengths are compared to the contour

separation

∗
zn,i

and a characterictis initiating force

lengths of myoglobin structure element. The result is given in table 20
Table 20:

Assignment of region correlations to structural elements with comparable

Lc .

The

symbols introduced in section 3 identify the structural element.

(a) Probe 007.03

∆zi∗

†

Unlikely as

P6

∆Lc

1a _ 1b

2 nm

2.4 nm

1a _ 3

14.5 nm

17.1 nm

Structural elements (Lc )

H3a (2.4 nm)
H2b (2 nm)
P4 (2.8 nm)
†
P6 (2 nm)
P2 (14.4 nm)
P5 (18 nm)

is at the end of the peptide chain and does not have adhesion to the surface from

both sides.

(b) Probe 014.01

∆zi∗

∆Lc

Structural elements (Lc )

1_3

10 - 14 nm

11.8 - 16.5 nm

2_3

7 nm

8.2 nm

3_4

8 nm

9.4 nm

P2 (14.4 nm)
H2 (8.4 nm)
H3b (7.2 nm)
H5 (8.4 nm)
H3 (10 nm)
H6 (9.2 nm)

The observed distances in the ne structure are within the length scales of the contour lengths
of the helices and the protein sections in myoglobin and are, therefore, representative.
The well dened characteristic forces initiating the events are approximately 120 and 170 pN
for both probes. This dierence is due to the dierence of the system for the two probes. The
two probes feature dierent orientations of the myoglobin protein. The energy barriers that are
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probed are, therefore, dierent in terms of

Eb

and

xβ .

Additionally the loading rates dier in both

fi∗ on the loading rate
∗
Ls in equation 12 higher loading rates lead to higher characteristic fi . Finally due the geometry
of the system the orientation of the energy barrier and the applied force have an angle mismatch θ
experiments:

1.85

and

3.22

nN/s. Because of the logaritmic dependence of

between them. The eective force is then

fef f = fapplied · cos θ,

increasing the characteristic force

needed to cross an energy barrier. Experimental uncertainties make these eects untangleable.

6.3.8

General discussion

The fraction of retraction curves in which intermediate events are found is signicantly higher
than what is observed for the control probes. This shows that the functionalization method of the
probes is eective.
Every probe shows a dierent behavior compared to the other probes. Both in terms of the
amount of tip-surface interaction and in terms of the characteristics of the intermediate events.
This is attributed to the freedom in binding location and orientation of the protein on the tip.
When the protein is exactly on the lowest point of the tip, it prevents the tip from coming into
full contact with the surface, limiting the amount of tip-surface interaction.

Furthermore, the

orientation of the myoglobin molecule and the bond location along the aminoacid chain determine
how the protein can shape itself to and interact with the surface. The fact that dierences between
the tips are observed conrms that the interaction between a protein and a surface is a complex
system with many parameters. The measurements conrm that refolding of the myoglobin molecule
occurs between retraction curves as intermediate events occur many times both close to (< 5 nm)
and further (> 15 nm) from the surface. Without the protein refolding to a well dened molecular
structure this would not happen. It is impossible to deduce whether or not the protein refolds to
its native conformation.
Fine structuring of intermediate events is observed for two probes. These ner structures are
most likely due to protein interactions as they occur within protein relevant force regimes and because the myoglobin is the only structured molecule involved in the system. The observed unfolding
lengths fall within the length scales of the structures present in myoglobin. Uniquely assigning a
structural element to each group of unfolding events is not possible with the data obtained in
these experiments.

The characteristic forces found to unfold the protein are approximately 120

and 170 pN in the two experiments. The dierence in characteristic unfolding force is accounted
for by dierent loading rates for the two probes and dierences resulting from the varying protein
orientation per tip: dierent unfolding routes and energy barriers and dierences in the angle of
the applied force.
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6.4

Functionalized probes on oxidized PS

In this section the interaction between functionalized probes and oxidized PS surfaces will be analyzed. The surfaces are prepared as described in section 5.2. The probes used in these experiments
are conrmed to be functionalized on a bare PS surface before the experiments on oxidized PS
were performed. To conrm that the dierence in behavior between the two surfaces is not due
to a loss of the myoglobin molecule, the probe is moved back to the bare PS surface and visually
conrmed to still have interactions with intermediate events. The gures used in this section are
the same as the gures introduced in sections 6.2.1 and 6.3.1.

6.4.1

Functionalized probe 013.06 on oxidized PS

Probe 013.06 is measured on oxidized PS. The descriptive parameters are given in table 21.
Table 21: Descriptive parameters of the force curve experiment of probe 013.06 on oxidized PS.
Property

Value

Probe number

013.06

Probe type

MLCT

Cantilever

'B' | Rectangular-shaped

Calibrated spring constant

0.0336 ± 0.0003

Number of force curves

N/m

1240

Ramp speed

100 nm/s

Loading rate

3.36 nN/s

Ramp size

200 nm

Canalysis
Cdetection

10

Event detection threshold

25 pN

Data points

4096

Fcorr

1

15

The overlay plot of every 10th retraction curve is shown in gure 53a.

It shows the same

behavior as the control probe with the oxidized PS surface. A limited amount of retraction curves
with adhesion to the surface is observed.

This is conrmed by the analysis of the distribution

of the maximum binding force in gure 53b. No adhesion is observed for 77.5% of all retraction
curves.
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400
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−200

0
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Force (pN)

(a) Overlay plot of every 10th retraction curve. The
x-axis displays the tip-sample separation (nm) and the
y-axis displays the deection force (pN).

(b) Histogram of the distributions in the maximum
binding force and the trigger force. The x-axis displays the deection force (pN) and the y-axis displays
the number of counts.

Figure 53
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Figure 54 shows the characteristics of the intermediate events found in the retraction curves.
A total of 57 intermediate events is observed in 33 force curves. Only 2.7% of all force curves show
intermediate events. This is not signicantly more than the control probes. The found interactions
are, therefore, most likely due to contamination eects.
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Figure 54: Plot of the characteristics of all intermediate events observed in the retraction curves
measured with probe 013.06 on oxidized PS.

6.4.2

Functionalized probe 014.01 on oxidized PS

Probe 014.01 is measured on oxidized PS. The descriptive parameters are given in table 22.
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Table 22: Descriptive parameters of the force curve experiment of probe 014.01 on oxidized PS.
Property

Value

Probe number

014.01

Probe type

MLCT

Cantilever

'B' | Rectangular-shaped

0.0322 ± 0.0004

Calibrated spring constant
Number of obtained force curves

310

Good curves

309

Ramp speed

100 nm/s

Loading rate

3.36 nN/s

320 ± 30

Trigger force

N/m

pN

Ramp size

200 nm

Surface pause

1 s

Canalysis
Cdetection

10

Event detection threshold

25 pN

Data points

4096

15

Figure 55 shows the overlay and the histogram of all the retraction curves. Both conrm that
the probe has little to no adhesion to the surface. 92.3% of all retraction curves have no adhesion
and 97.4% of the retraction curves has a maximum negative deection < 100 pN. Furthermore no
intermediate events are detected. Both the tip and the protein do not adhere to the surface.
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(a) Overlay plot of every 10th retraction curve. The
x-axis displays the tip-sample separation (nm) and the
y-axis displays the deection force (pN).

(b) Histogram of the distributions in the maximum
binding force and the trigger force. The x-axis displays the deection force (pN) and the y-axis displays
the number of counts.

Figure 55

6.4.3

Overall observations and discussion

The two with myoglobin functionalized probes have been used to measure the interaction with
oxidized PS. No signicant interaction between the protein and the surface is found. As the tips
are conrmed to be still functional on PS after the experiments, the absence of interaction must
be due to the UV/ozone treatment of the PS surface.

The absence of tip-surface interaction is

similar to the results of the experiment measuring the interaction between the terminated probes
and oxidized PS surfaces as is discussed in section 6.2. Apparently the presence of the protein on
the activated tip does not change this behavior. The absence of interactions of the protein with the
oxidized surface is most probably due to the strongly decreased hydrophobicity of the oxidized PS.
Due to the hydrophilic character of the oxidized PS the net free energy of the system cannot be
decreased by unfolding of the protein, hence the protein does not change conformation to adhere
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to the surface and no protein related binding is observed. This is in contrast with the hydrophobic
PS surfaces which have not been oxidized.
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6.5

Model of the force-extension response

As discussed in the theoretical section, the force extension curves are regularly described by the
[23]

WLC model. To illustrate this, some results from Dietz et al

are reproduced in gure 56. Figure

56 illustrates how successful the WLC model can be in describing the force extension curves of
GFP polyproteins.

Figure 56: Illustration from Dietz et al

[23]

containing the deformation response of a GFP polypro-

tein chain along dierent directions. (a) Locations of cysteine mutations that dene the points and
direction of force application. (b) Typical force curves obtained for the dierently linked protein
system.

The force curves in (b) are overlaid with calculated WLC curves in black lines.

The

spacing between the WLC curves corresponds to the expected increase in contour length from the
unfolding of a single GFP domain in the GFP polyprotein chain.

In this section a few characteristic force curves obtained in the experiments will be analyzed.
The interest is shifted from the unfolding and detachment events to the behavior of the system
in between these events. In this regime the force-extension response is determined by the protein
system between the tip and the surface. Two models are proposed that describe the behavior of
two ideal systems. In both models we assume that the protein structure on the surface is rigid
and does not deform in between unfolding and detachment events. Therefore, the behavior of the
system is only determined by the molecular system linking the surface and tip together.

Entropic spring model

The rst model assumes that the unfolded and detached protein section

has no secondary and tertiary structure.

Therefore, the behavior is of that of a entropic

spring/polymer chain as described by the WLC model. The persistence length in this system
is the length of an amino acid:

P = 0.4 nm[24] Hence, the force extension behavior is described

by equation 19 on page 13.

α-helix uncoiling model

The second model assumes that the molecular system linking the tip to

the surface is comprised of a single

α-helix.

Upon loading of the system the

α-helix

starts to

uncoil, increasing the length of the system. Uncoiling can occur until the full helix is uncoiled.
The characteristic force needed to uncoil a single turn of an

α-helix

remains the same and,

therefore, the force needed to increase the length of the whole system remains approximately
constant. Myosin is a protein with two parallel helices that are twisted around each other,
and resembles the model described in this paragraph. Experimental results conrm the nearly
constant force in the force extension regime where

α-helix

uncoiling occurs.

[24]

At loading

rates varying between 0.4 nN/s and 1.8 nN/s a nearly constant uncoiling force is observed for
myosin:

funcoiling,myosin ≈ 30

pN. Note that this model fails when the

α-helix

is completely

uncoiled. After complete uncoiling the system is again described by the rst model.
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The force curves obtained with the myoglobin functionalized probes are analyzed with the WLC
model to determine if the unfolded protein section behaves as described by the rst or second
model. Subsets of the data in between unfolding and detachment events are separately tted with
the WLC model. We use equation 19 on page 13 for the t and dene
nm

[24]

.

The system extension length

contour length

Lc

x

is used as t parameter.

surface at a separation of

z = 0

T = 293

K and

follows directly from the tip-surface separation

P = 0.4
z . The

The unltered data is standardized to position the

nm and the free cantilever deection force at

f = 0

pN. Five

retraction curves from the measurements of probe 014.01 on PS (section 6.3.6 on page 54) are
selected for analysis.
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Figure 57: Five retraction curves from probe 014.01. Fits of subsets of the data with the WLC
model are plotted with a red line. The x-axis shows the tip-surface separation (nm) and corresponds
to the extension of the protein system. The y-axes show the cantilever deection force (pN).

Figure 57 shows the ve retraction curves that are analyzed. The
immediately be ruled out as the deection force
The

α-helix

f

α-helix

uncoiling model can

increases with the increased system separation.

uncoiling model predicts a constant force

f.

The WLC ts of the retraction curves in gure 57 do not coincide with the measured curves.
This indicates that the WLC model does not describe the myoglobin protein system between the tip
and the surface and, therefore, that the unfolded myoglobin system does not behave as described
in the entropic spring model. This is in contrast with the results from other protein systems in
[8, 23, 25]

literature, for example the proteins titin, green uorescent protein and bacteriorhodopsin.

Both titin and GFP are proteins with a beta sheet based structure. Beta sheet stability results
from hydrogen bonds between neighboring strands. Disrupting these strands results in a complete
loss of secondary and tertiary structure within the underlying amino acid chain. This is not the
case for the myoglobin molecule whose structure is completely based on alpha helices with the
exception of some turns between the helices as described in section 3.

During extension of the

myoglobin protein system it is very likely that the peptide chain between the surface and the tip
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contains several intact helical elements as well as random coils as illustrated in gure 58.

Figure 58: Visual impression of a loose peptide chain with two intact alpha helix substructures.

The behavior of this system can be qualitatively described by the here proposed combined
model:

Combined model

αα-helices

The combined model is a combination of the entropic spring model and the

helix uncoiling model. The molecular system linking the tip to the surface contains

and polypeptide strands. The whole systems acts as an entropic spring. In contrast to the
worm-like-chain model the persistence length is not uniform along the chain: the
have a have a larger persistence length than the peptide chain. Additionally the

α-helices
α-helices

uncoil, increasing the length of the system and changing the local persistence length of the
entropic spring. The force-extension behavior of this model is not quantitatively described.
Qualitatively the force-extension behavior will be a combination of the rst and second model
as it contains both entropic spring behavior and

α-helix

uncoiling behavior.

The observed behavior is consistent with the qualitative description of the model. The deection
forces remain more constant/increase less upon extension than the worm-like-chain model by itself
predicts, which could be explained by the uncoiling

α-helices.

The deection force of the system

does increase upon stretching, similar to the worm-like-chain model, indicating that there is some
entropic spring behavior in the system. The combined model seems to describe the force curves in
a qualitative manner.
However, the observed forces (∼

100

pN) are higher than the

forces estimated in section 6.3.7 on page 56 (∼
loading rates (∼

30

[24]

pN).

20

α-helix

characteristic uncoiling

pN) and found in literature at comparable

which implies that all helices are already uncoiled.

force-extension behavior of the system is not unambiguously explained.
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Therefore, the

7 Conclusion
We have shown that the experiments described in this thesis allow to investigate protein surface
interactions in a quantitative manner.
roughness parameter

Ra

A production method for at polystyrene surfaces with

well below the 1 nm level has been established. In the protein relevant

spatial scales roughness on the angstrom level is observed, indicating that the protein relevant
roughness is very low.
The tip functionalization method is found to be eective by direct observation of protein related
unfolding and detachment events in the force curve experiments. The chemical activation and the
subsequent biological functionalization covalently binds the myoglobin protein to the tip.

This

allows for the measurement of the large number of repeated approach and retraction cycles needed
to explore the dynamics of the protein surface interaction.

Most experiments run well into the

1000 repeated cycles without an observed loss of protein activity. No specic limit is expected as
long as the protein does not degrade and the tip remains intact.
As a data analysis method wavelet decomposition and wavelet ltering are applied. The technique is applicable in both surface topology analysis and force curve ltering with as main advantage
that the analysis and ltering technique is sensitive to local features in the surface topology and in
the force curves. The main application here is in a noise sampling adaptive lter for force curves
that thresholds force curve features locally.
The control experiments show that the tip has adhesion to the surface with almost no unfolding
and detachment event that can be related to molecular interactions. The number of force curves
that do show events is less than 1.7% of all force curves in all experiments and these events are
most likely related to contamination in the system. A signicantly higher number of events for
functionalized tips can therefore be attributed to specic protein interactions.

The maximum

adhesion force of a tip to a surface is determined for two activated and terminated probes. For the
interaction with polystyrene the adhesion forces are

1.7 ± 1.0

nN and

330 ± 700

pN, with oxidized

polystyrene no adhesion is found for 94.8% and 92.9% of the retraction curves.

The dierence

between the bare and oxidized polystyrene are attributed to the changed tip-sample interactions
due to the chemical alterations of the surface.
The functionalized probes show interactions that can be related to the protein functionalization
on the polystyrene surfaces. The events are observed both close and far from the surface providing
evidence that the protein system mechanically links the tip to the polystyrene surface while retaining its internal structure. In contrast to the bare polystyrene surfaces no signicant interactions
with the 600 s UV/ozone oxidized polystyrene surface are observed.

This is both in agreement

with the observed absence of interactions between the bare tip and oxidized polystyrene and the
expected absence of hydrophobic interactions between the hydrophobic core of the protein and the
oxidized surface.
The in this report developed analysis method is to the best of our knowledge unique. Equivalent
approaches to the analysis of unfolding and detachment events have not been found in literature.
The here developed analysis method focuses on the big picture of the protein-surface interactions,
it yields information on the structure of myoglobin that remains obscured in the analysis of single
force curves.
Extensive analysis of the unfolding and detachment events is performed. It reveals that in close
proximity to the surface the tip-surface interaction plays a large role on the unfolding events. The
observation of events in many repeated force curve experiments proves that refolding of the protein
occurs during the time that the protein is not in contact with the surface. It cannot be determined
if the protein refolds to its native state. The distribution of events in the initial separation and the
initiating force and unfolding distance are investigated. Dierent behavior is observed for every
tip as is expected due to the variable nature of these experiments in terms of binding location
and protein orientation. In two experiments a ne structure is observed in the distribution of the
unfolding and detachment events in the initiating force and initial separation domain. Analysis of
the ne structure shows that it is not possible to uniquely assign structure elements to each group
of unfolding events. The observed unfolding lengths fall within the length scales of the structures
present in myoglobin. The characteristic forces found to unfold the protein are approximately 120
and 170 pN. The dierence in characteristic unfolding force is accounted for by dierent loading
rates for the two probes and dierences resulting from the varying protein orientation per tip:
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dierent unfolding routes and energy barriers and dierences in the angle of the applied force.
Application of the worm-like-chain model to the experimental data does not provide a satisfying
match to the observed force curves in contrast with results in literature. The dierent behavior in
myoglobin might be attributed to the presence of remnant

α-helix

structures in the peptide chain

that can uncoil when a force is exerted. This would cause dynamic lengthening of the system at a
more constant force, consistent with the observed force-extension behavior. However, the observed
forces are higher than the

α-helix uncoiling force found in literature.

behavior of myoglobin is not unambiguously explained.
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Therefore, the force-extension

8 Outlook
With a working method for the quantitative investigation of protein surface interactions it is
straightforward to investigate the interaction of proteins on multiple types of surfaces and with
multiple types of proteins.

For ecient experimentation the surfaces need to be produced on a

single sample such that switching between the surfaces is quick and easily performed with the
motorized sample stage and does not require extensive manual sample replacement procedures
that can potentially damage the AFM probe. In this report we applied polystyrene samples with a
bare and an oxidized patch. This principle can be further extended with samples accommodating
more patches.
The functionalization method binds the protein randomly at one of the available amine groups.
This method is both the strength and the Achilles' heel of the technique as it does not constrict
the experiment to a single protein orientation, allowing the full spectrum of protein orientations
to be probed. This experimental variation is parallel to the non-specic interaction of a protein in
solution to a surface. However, it does complicate the analysis of the force curves as the location
of the tip-protein bond along the protein chain is unknown and determining the bond location
from the measurement data itself is far from straightforward. Therefore, it might be worthwhile
to apply a functionalization route that binds a protein in a well dened way.

Proteins can be

engineered to have a polyhistidine tag which can be specically targeted for binding purposes.
Alternative functionalization strategies exist which bind the protein more specically, e.g., SATP
(N-succinimidyl-S-acetylthiopropionate) targets only primary amines, i.e., the N-terminal of a protein and lysine residues, eectively halving the number of possible binding locations for myoglobin.
Strategies involving the creation of a disulde bond to a cysteine residue is possible with cysteine
containing proteins.

For proteins like myoglobin which lack a natural cysteine residue genetic

modication is a possible pathway. The disulde method creates a covalent bond at a well-dened
location.
An additional complicating factor is the presence of the AFM tip during the experiments. This
adds an additional tip-surface interaction to the protein interactions which cannot be completely
distinguished. Although such additional interactions are present in systems in which a protein is
bound to a particle, it hinders the analysis of the protein related interaction. A possible solution
to this is to add a PEG linker between the tip and the protein.

This PEG linker acts as a

spacer between the tip and the surface and allows separation between the tip and surface before
the protein is mechanically loaded. Additionally the protein has the chance to interact with the
surface without being sandwiched between the tip and the surface.

Implementing these PEG

linkers should prove not too dicult as PEG strands are implemented in many bio-assays. E.g.,
crosslinking of dicarboxyl terminated PEG strands to primary amine groups can be performed by
an EDC crosslinking strategy without the need to change the AFM tip activation method applied
in this report or the need to modify the protein.
Promising results have been obtained with the wavelet decomposition method and the ltering
method based on wavelet decomposition. Results that surpass Fourier, average and median lters
in the application on force curves. The method of applying several wavelet lters and combining the
results (i.e. averaging in the simplest application) is not encountered in literature by the author.
The author would therefore like to encourage further investigation of the analytical strength and
robustness of this method and possibly add it as an new standard tool in the toolbox for ltering
non-periodical noisy data.
The automated force curve analysis routine is successfully applied in analyzing the force curves.
The routine can be ne-tuned to be more sensitive to small scale unfolding and detachment events.
This would increase the resolution of the obtained data and could reveal interesting small scale
protein interactions.
The nal suggestion is the development of an extended worm-like-chain model which also incorporates the eect of

α-helical

elements in the peptide chain.

The system is most likely too

complicated to be solved analytically, but it can be simulated as a worm-like-chain of non-uniform
persistence length with mechanically strained helical element. Unfolding of the helices can be simulated using a Monte-Carlo approach. The simulated result could verify that the experimentally
observed force-extension behavior is indeed explained by the proposed model.
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Appendix
A Protocols
A.1

Polystyrene surface preparation

Chemicals


Aceton



Isopropyl alcohol



Ethanol



Milli-Q water

Polyimide spincoat solution

dissolve 0.1 g of polyimide in 3 mL of DMSO and gently shake

the mixture

Silanization solution

make a 0.5 wt% solution of dichlorodimethylsilane in dichloromethane

Polystyrene spincoat solution

dissolve 0.05 g of atactic polystyrene pellets in 2.88 mL of

toluene (2 wt%)

Clean surfaces


Place the cover slips in the cover slip tray



Sonicate for 5 minutes in a beaker with acetone and blow dry with a gentle stream of N2 .
Repeat with isopropyl alcohol and ethanol

For polyimide:


Warm hotplate to 90 C



Place the cover slips in the UV/ozone treater for 10 minutes



Repeat for every cover slip

◦






Place cover slip on spincoater
Cover surface with polyimide spincoat solution
Spincoat (5 s, 1000 rpm, ramp 1; 50 s, 5000 rpm, ramp 5)
Place on hotplate under dust cover



Keep samples at 90 C for at least 15 minutes



Turn hotplate to 200 C for 60 minutes to initiate crosslinking

◦

◦

For silanization:


Place 1 minute in beaker with silanization solution



Wash 1 minute in beaker with aceton, dry with gentle stream of N2



Wash 1 minute in beaker with ethanol, dry with gentle stream of N2

Polystyrene spincoating


Repeat for every cover slip




Place cover slip on spincoater
Spincoat (60 s, 1000 rpm, ramp 5)
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Drop droplet of polystyrene spincoat solution in the center of the cover slip when the
spincoater is up to speed.




Place under dust cover. Ventilation should be possible because of evaporating solvent.

After half an hour glue the cover slips to a microscope slide with some cyanoacrylate based
glue. Use a small amount as excess glue can evaporate and condense on the sample



Allow surfaces to dry overnight

(Optional) oxidation


Place surfaces in UV/ozone treatment chamber



Turn the machine on for 600 s



Immediately open the chamber when the treatment is nished

Wash

A.2

Wash the samples by shaking for 15 minutes on the wellwasher in Milli-Q water

Probe calibration

Preparations


Mount a probe in the AFM probe holder



Place a glass microscope slide on the sample table



Engage the AFM tip on the glass microscope slide

For deection sensitivity calibration:


Measure a single ramp with a trigger force



Select the limits of the force curve where the tip is deected by the surface and use the software

deection sensitivity calibration

∼1

nN

function to obtain the value of the deection sensitivity. The

selected part of the force curve should be nearly straight



Repeat these two steps 5x and calculate the average and standard deviation of the found
values

For spring constant calibration:


Make sure the deection sensitivity is calibrated properly



Retract from the surface



Use the



Calibrate the spring constant 5x and calculate the average and standard deviation of the

thermal tune

function of the software

found values

A.3

Si3 N4 probe functionalization

Chemicals


Chloroform



DMSO



Ethanol



Milli-Q water
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PBS

Ethanolamine solution

mix 3.1 mL ethanolamine with 10 mL DMSO. Degas in vacuum dessi-

cator for 30 minutes

Glutaraldehyde solution
Protein solution

make a 0.5% solution of glutaraldehyde in (Milli-Q) water

make a 200-300 ng/µL solution in PBS

Preparations


Calibrate the deection sensitivity 5x and use the mean for the spring constant calibration



Calibrate the spring constant of the cantilevers 5x and note the mean and standard deviation



Mount the cantilevers in the probe holder and gently fasten the screws. If necessary gently
bend the probe holder to get a tight t



Wash the probes 3x 5 minutes in a beaker with fresh chloroform on the thermomixer (300
rpm, no heating). Work in the fume hood! The chloroform can be extracted from the beaker
with a pipet

Functionalization


Place the probes in a beaker with ethanolamine solution. Allow to incubate overnight



Wash 3x 5 minutes in a beaker with DMSO on the thermomixer (300 rpm, no heating). Dry
with gentle stream of N2



Repeat last step with ethanol



Place probes on a fresh piece of paralm



Add a 25



Remove droplets of gluteraldehyde solution.

µL

droplet of glutaraldehyde solution to every probe. Incubate for 15 minutes
Rinse probes by repeatedly dispensing and

aspirating a droplet of Milli-Q water. Repeat 3x with fresh Milli-Q water

Activation


The probes are moved to a fresh piece of paralm



Add a 25



Remove droplets of protein solution. Rinse probes by repeatedly dispensing and aspirating

µL

droplet of protein solution to every probe. Incubate for 15 minutes

a droplet of PBS. Repeat 3x with fresh PBS



Store probes in PBS
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B Amino acids
[26, 27]

An overview of the most important properties

of the common amino acids is given in table 23. The hydropathy index is a scale that describes the

hydrophobicity of an amino acid. It ranges from hydrophilic arginine at -4.5 to hydrophobic isoleucine at 4.5. The higher the hydropathy index the more
likely it is that the amino acid is buried in the protein in a watery environment. The trend that a polar amino acid is generally more hydrophilic in character
than a nonpolar amino acid is observed. The isoelectric point states the pH at which the amino acid has a neutral charge.
Table 23: Overview of properties of the 20 common amino acids.
Name

Abbreviation

Letter

State

Polarity

Hydropathy index

Isoelectric point

Amine group

Comment

Arginine
Lysine

Arg

R

Acidic

Polar

-4.5

10.76

Yes

Conjugated cationic diamine

Lys

K

Basic

Polar

-3.9

9.74

Yes

Cationic amine

Aspartic acid

Asp

D

Acidic

Polar

-3.5

2.77

Asparagine

Asn

N

Neutral

Polar

-3.5

5.41

Glutamic Acid

Glu

E

Acidic

Polar

-3.5

3.22

Glutamine

Gln

Q

Neutral

Polar

-3.5

5.65

Histidine

His

H

Basic

Polar

-3.2

7.59
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Proline

Pro

P

Neutral

Nonpolar

-1.6

6.30

Tyrosine

Tyr

Y

Neutral

Polar

-1.3

5.66

Tryptophan

Trp

W

Neutral

Nonpolar

-0.9

5.89

Serine

Ser

S

Neutral

Polar

-0.8

5.68

Threonine

Thr

T

Neutral

Polar

-0.7

6.16

Glycine

Gly

G

Neutral

Nonpolar

-0.4

5.97

Alanine

Ala

A

Neutral

Nonpolar

1.8

6.00

Methionine

Met

M

Neutral

Nonpolar

1.9

5.74

Cysteine

Cys

C

Neutral

Polar

2.5

5.07

Phenylalanine

Phe

F

Neutral

Nonpolar

2.8

5.48

Leucine

Leu

L

Neutral

Nonpolar

3.8

5.98

Valine

Val

V

Neutral

Nonpolar

4.2

5.96

Isoleucine

Ile

I

Neutral

Nonpolar

4.5

6.02

Yes
Yes

C Primary structure of myoglobin
The primary structure of myoglobin is shown in table 24. The primary structure does not directly
change the protein's behavior upon loading and is given as reference information.
Table 24: Primary structure of myoglobin. Summing the row and column header gives the amino
acid index matching the protein data bank numbering. The letters are the one letter abbreviation
of the amino acid name.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0
G
L
S
D
G
E
W
Q
L
V
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120
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A

130
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K
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E
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G

D Benchmark of wavelet ltering
Here we compare the performance of the discrete wavelet transformation (DWT) based wavelet
ltering methods against the standard Fourier ltering. To this end surfaces are constructed with a
xed frequency domain prole and a predetermined surface roughness, but varying spatial density.
The roughness parameter of the ltered image is calculated for every constructed ltered image,
showing the dependence on the spatial density. The artefacts introduced by the ltering method
are visually inspected. The wavelets are named following the Matlab naming convention.

Model surface construction
The surface is constructed by placing
set. A bump at location

~r0

N

sine-shaped bumps randomly onto a

with wavelength

λ

1024 × 1024

data

is described by equation (35) and a plot of one such

bump is shown in gure 59.

(
z=


1 + cos 2π ·

|~
r −~
r0 |
λ



f or |~r − ~r0 | < λ/2
f or |~r − ~r0 | ≥ λ/2

0

(35)

The bump has the strongest frequency density in the decomposition level that includes the
wavelength of the bump

λ.

There is a signicant amount of frequency present outside of that

decomposition level, but that amount does not vary systematically with the spatial density.

Figure 59: Three-dimensional plot of a bump with
placing

N

bumps.
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λ = 12

and the data-set produced by randomly

Randomly placing

N

bumps is performed by randomly chosing

N

points in the data set and

increasing the value by one. This data-set is then convoluted with the bump, mapping the bump on
each location in the data-set that has a non-zero value. This method is not only computationally
more ecient than placing whole bumps, but oers insight into what happens in the frequency
domain. The frequency domain representations of the bump and the randomly placed points are

N randomly chosen spots yield a noisy but uniform frequency
N = 1, although for small N some patterning can be distinguished.

multiplied. A quick check shows that
domain. This is valid even for

The convolution of the random map and the bump makes the frequency domain representation of
the bump uniformly noisier, but does not introduce new frequencies. Finally the data set is given
an oset to average at zero and the data is linearly scaled to make the roughness parameter

Ra

unitary.
Figure 60: Fourier transforms of the randomly distributed maps for

N =5

and

N = 1000

Spatial density eects on roughness parameter
Datasets are constructed for

N = 1, 2, . . . 10, 20, . . . , 100, 200, . . . , 1000

N = 107 .

etc... up to

Each

constructed map is decomposed by DWT and the detail channels of the level corresponding to the
wavelength of the bump is extracted and reconstructed. The roughness parameter
from the reconstructed map.

Ra

is calculated

Separately, each constructed map is also Fourier ltered in the

frequency domain extracting the same frequency bands as the DWT, but applying a perfect lter
with innitely steep lter edges. The resulting frequency domain is inverse Fourier transformed
and

Ra

Ra

is calculated. This is repeated

25

times to asses the standard deviation of the calculated

parameter. The results are shown in gure 61.

Figure 61:

Ra roughness parameter of the ltered datasets with N

bumps of

λ = 24.

The horizontal

axis shows the number of randomly placed bumps (bump density), the vertical axis the calculated

Ra .

The error bars indicate the standard deviation of the

25

repeated simulations of comparable

surfaces. The red data points are from the Fourier ltered surfaces and the green and blue lines
are from the bior1.5 and bior3.7 wavelet ltered surfaces.

From the results in gure 61 it is clear that wavelet analysis is much more robust against
bump density eects than Fourier ltering.
the whole range of

N.

Both wavelets nd approximately the same

Ra over

Fourier ltering in contrast shows a dierence of almost a factor 3 between

the highest and lowest found

Ra value.

For

N > 104

all three ltering methods stabilize.

The

random placement of the bump has then lled the whole map uniformly and adding more bumps
does not change the spatial distribution of the bumps any further.

The bior1.5 wavelet shows

a large standard deviation between the 25 repeated measurements for lower

N.

It is likely that

the bior1.5 wavelet is sensitive to edge eects. As the fraction of bumps placed close to the edge
becomes less variable with increasing

N

the deviation decreases.
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Spatial ltering artefacts
The spatial artefacts of wavelet ltering and Fourier ltering are investigated for a constructed data
set with

N = 10

and

λ = 96.

The results are shown in gure 62. Examining the Fourier ltered

surface topology it becomes clear that extensive ringing eects are induced, present throughout
the whole image. Additionally, the surface becomes continuous over the left-right and top-bottom
boundaries causing the ringing artefacts to extend to the other side of the image. Some ringing
eects are observed in the three surfaces after wavelet ltering. The ringing artefacts are, however,
much more localized and do not cross over the boundary to the other side of the surface.

The

wavelets do introduce strong shape artefacts which distort the image of the individual bumps.
This is a logical consequence of the fact that the wavelet decomposition method models the surface
based on the wavelet shape. The nal image shows the result of combining multiple wavelet ltered
surfaces into one by averaging the ltered results. The averaging operations retains features found
in all ltered surfaces and marginalizes or even cancels out artefacts found in a single ltered
dataset.

The resulting image shown nearly no shape distortion, limited ringing eects and no

cross-boundary eects. The shape of the bump placed on the boundary at the top-right corner
is beter retained than in the Fourier ltered image.

The collection of wavelets is chosen and

optimized by visual inspection of the individual and collectively ltered data. The collection of
wavelets following Matlab naming convention is: {'bior3.3', 'bior3.7', 'bior3.9', 'db5', 'db9',
'db10'}. Further optimization might still be possible.

Figure 62: Artefacts introduced by dierent ltering methods. In every ltered image the same
frequency domain is extracted, the lters dier only in the behavior at the edge of the bandpass.
Top left shows the original topology. Bottom left shows the Fourier ltered dataset. The center
images and the top right image show the behavior of individual wavelets as a lter.
right shows the result of combining multiple wavelets for ltering.

Bottom

The set of wavelets used is:

{'bior3.3', 'bior3.7', 'bior3.9', 'db5', 'db9', 'db10'}. The eect of the individual wavelets is

not shown.
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E Technical drawings probe holder

Figure 63: Technical drawing of the bottom part of the probe holder.
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Figure 64: Technical drawing of the top part of the probe holder.
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